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PREFACE

-

Ecimomists who have studied the sources
of our jpsroductivity growth give great weight
not oni to technological changes which lead
to productivity improvements but' also to the

ability of the work force to adapt to those
changes.
Public Law 94-136, whiCh established the National Center for Prbductivity
and Quality of Working Life, recognized this
need. Retraining either on the job or in instituti ns offers a major means of accommodating to new technology and, at the same
time, , maxiizing the employment security

of woters affected by change.. Accordingly,
one fu ction of the Center under PL 94-136 is
to "identify, study, and review retraining
4rogr4ms. . . designed to.counteract threats
to job security which may result from -efforts
to iiniolrove productivity."

vlIis report is the firs$ in a /.series title0
Productivity and Job Security which is planned in response to the Center's charter. The
five case studies which comprise .the repott'
are Fresented here under the. subtitle,
Retraining to Adapt to Technological Chan54.
.

'They dealt with various kinds of technologicp.1

char e, including the restructuriing of..wor
and i ldstrate ow different form of retrai
ing an assn e an orderly adjustment'
techn logy b workers. Field visits we e

.made to privy e firms and separate train' g
pstablishmebt in the fii:-t four cases. It as
not feasible' t make personal _field visits in
the case of
roit's inspection program. nstead, lengt telephone conversations w re
held 'with tile director:of the Detroit Build ng

1

.

-

...- '''

.,

--

i.,
.

the - assistant, buildirig safety

Department,

r

di,.ector in Phoedix, alkd the training coordinator for the Los Angeles Department of
and Safety. Also made available
.Building
sfvere speeches by the general manager of the
Where footnotes
Los Anceles Department.

,

are cited, they appear at, .the ,end of their

chapters.
..

.

.

.

-

-

,

'`.

"The 'tenter acknowledges with deep appre-

ciation the frank and thoughtful descriptions
of retraining experiences which corporate
and anion representatives.. shared: Thanks
'are also extended to the localgoverriment officials who provided data for one of the:case

.s

studies'.
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This regort. was Prepared by A. Harvey
Belitikys a consultant' to the Center, Edgar
Weinberg; Assistant Executive Director and
"head of the Center'S human resources program,_ provided directicin in Its preparation.
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SUMMARY AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Summary

This report presents five case studies of
worker retraining with the objective of deter-

mining the usefulness of retraining in pro-

tecting the job secuggity of. worker affected
by technological chaftget Four of the case
studies deal with privately sponsored retraining; the

fifth concerns retraining in. local

government. The limped extent to which jobrelated "training is pursued on a continuous
basis,, rather than as ad hoc and ofteh hasty
responses to innovations,. 1Falso considered.
Chapter 1 finds that the available national

data on job-related training and retraining

give an inadequate picture of the extefilof retraining. Als$t, dealt with are several,yeneral
issues affecting the use of retraining for job
security: the desirability df informing workers in advance of technological change; advantages and disadvantages of different kinds
of training; and the general effectiveness of
retraining in assuring job security.
,The findings concerning the usefulness of

retrainingjas a job "security measure can be
briefly summarized under the chapter titles
for each case study.
Retraining for New Technology' in a
Foundry -- Apprehension of the work force

concerning the move into a new foundry was

removed and adjustment to the changeover
facilitated through on-the-job training (OJT)
end Assurance early in the proce'ss that job
declines would be met through attrition.

1

7

rt

.

Trainin: Multic.x.aftgillecianics in a Paper
t mechanics
M i -t
Thar all-around. maintenance personnel in-

r11---Tafis orrW1----a

volved

up to three years of OJT and home

study with "programmed learning. "
.

Institutional Retraining of Graphic Arts
Workers -.-Substantial innovations within the

gr.6, iarts have resulted in the layoff of

*

mature -workers in, for example, photoengraving. 'While these workers have 'enrolled
promptd.y for retraining, they and their newly'
at qukred %skills have not always been in demand, in part due to employer preference for
competent younger journeymen.
'Institutional Upgrading of Welders- -The
AIRCO division which manufactures, fielding
equipment and supplies, determineetfapt semiautomatic welding processes would 'pOntinue
to expand in several high technology, growth
indiistritip if enough welders toula be trained

...'.

.

in the new processes. AIRCO has several

schools and these attempt to simulate on-thejob conditions in their instruction.

Retraining Building Inspectors in 'Local

Government--The City of Detroit retrained
single-skill inspectors into general bkiiIding
inspectors through short and intensive. training. The opportunity to remain employed
provided strong motivation to complete the

training.'
.

i

The Case for Continuing EduCation/Train-

,..,..

2

I nv-While the case study approach can be
instructive for learning about typical retrainins atcommodatiOns to new technology,

4

..

\\
\

N.

-

.

*
education 'and training ,may, yet
prove to be the ideal means of adjusting even
when a technology requi-res some short, specialized training or even a shift to other jobs.
continuing

,

Policy Implications
1. The case studies suggest that the effort of
private firms to achieve higher productivity

from new technology is generally accepted by
unions as a means foy assuring a company's
competitive viability,

provided the firms

pursue a policy of job security, including all
or most of .he following:

o Adequate advince notice of impending
technolpgical change

:-..

'4,

.

o Assurance that any required laydffs
.

'

.

Will be minimal. 'and achieved By natu- ;raj attrition of the existing work force
.

o Assurance that the current work force
will receive any retraining.
to
..
, needed
.
adapt to new technology

.

'

-'

..
..-

2.. Such assurances are usually -feasible be'cause management' knows beforehand most

of the :employment and skill changes assoe4.,.
ated w.ithchanges in technology. Therefore,: "r,
bucceffsful efforts to improkre productivity,
Must:plan for changes sin manpower. including ..
projections of _needed skills and training.
.

a. Job redesigns which raise,productivity by

modifying and enlarging job skills and tasks,
May be perceived,as threats to employment;
thus these ,reqntre the same job security
os

:

0

.
42022.1.<;

.

.
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1
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3.

.

.....,........

provisions as those technologies which involve major changes in.equipment.'

4. Continuing education and training may be

a useful way of avoiding the disadvantages' of
high specialization. Specialization reinforces

I

inflexibility in workers whenever major ad-

justments to new technology Are required. It

'is also likely to deter workers from suggesting those "minor innovations" which, taken

togethir, are responsible for a large share

of the advances in productivity.
1
4.
,
5. While the shift from single to multicraft

duties for maintenance mechanics can raise
productivity in a service function, fairly extensive retraining ig involved.
6.

Only a modest number of workers take

advantage of company paid tuition for courses
which improve job performance.
Such

courses would enjoy greater enrollment if
employers and unions were to develop jobs
which utilize the know-how taught.

Midtile -aged and older workers in firms
which introiiuce labor-saving technological
changes would especially benefit from greater
opportunities to take job-related courses,

"7.

since workers with skills broadened through
continuing education and training are more
likely to be able to move to jobs within the.
innovating firm or in another firm.
.

4

.

.

8.- Training under actual working conditions ..
is the major advantage of OJT; but OJT can
suffer if managemerit views it as competitive

.

10

for the human and material res9urces Which
are,also committed to prouction. For its

part,- institutional instructin, which simu-

design trainlates actiial, job conditions,
ing to take into consideration obletns that
do not arise regularly in the cour e of work.
ithin
A combination of OJT and instruct
a training institution- maximizes the advan.
tages of pach..
=

$

i$

5
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CHAPTER 1.

ISSUES IN RETRAINING

Tryis chapter deals with issues of retraining to (1) adapt the work force to technologir
cal change and (2) assure the job security of
workers. They provide a setting Tor five case
studiesII presented in this report. A sixth
"case, for continuing education/training,
may .itself be considered an issue, pro
pounding as it does the view that continuing
education and training is preferable'to the in

terniittent refraining which usually follows
Issues

the introduction of a new technology.
'considered are:

Retrining

.o Importance

.

--t5- Informing Workers of Retraining
o .Major Kinds of Restraining

o Extent of Retraining
o Effectiveness of Retraining inAssuring .
Job.fe-curity
:,

.

Importarit e of Retraining--From the workers
viewpoint, retraining is any training , that

takes place Aftei- the first major training is

When job requirements change,
the successful ,completion of retraining may
be the prinie requirement for remaining employed. From the employer's viewpoint, ,
retraining is the means by which productivity
increases can be realized from technology -completed.

, new equipment,
Ii

machinery, or processeS;

new methods or organization of work. :Therefore, both workers. grid managemept have an
interest in the timely provigion of retraining.

Alb

1

.

ola

Modifications in. work methods often

break ,down or regroup old craft lines. The
clustering of functions from one .or;c,more
crafts into altered, or even new,(occupations
is evdent
i
in three of the four private:eoctor
case studies and the Dne from local government.;Retraining for this is potentially applidable 'throughout the country to many skilled
maintenance worker in a 'number of indus-

tries.

;.
Workers

.1

.

-.

Iniqrming
of
RetrainingEven,
though continuity in employment is the result
bf retraining, workers tend to feel threatened ,

-.initially by new technology, which usually

changes bustomary production methods and
thu's changes the way jobs. are performed.

.

This uncertainty can be allayed by provid-

ing workers a§ early as possible with ai*

much Imolidedge as. possible about the new
technologyib impact upon employment, skill,
and retraining requirements,
.4

Of course nonuniton as well As muon firms

ashipt major technological changes requiring
retraining. However, the case studies in this
report deal predominantly with unionized
firms because: 1) a substantial part of all
major 'technological change occurs in the
. unionized firms. of major tridustries;- 2) col-

lective bargaining agreements make most
likely the "codification" of policies concerning:

advance notice of, technological change and
retraining; and 3) 'some unions are particu-

larly active in training and retraining' and

operate their own .training institutions.

1

S

4

The 13ureatl. of Labor S tistics (BLS) has
found various .job secur ty provisions in

collective bargaining agreements which cover
1, 000 or more employees. As of July 1, 1974,
a_survey of 1, 550 agreements, revealed thk
less than 10 percent dealt with advance n'Otice\
of technological change. About La million
workers, or 17 'percent" of those covered by

these agreements, were protected by an ad:
vane notice clause.
Major Kinds of Retraining--On-the-job train-

ing (OJT) and training provided within an
institution away from the job are the two
major kinds of training,

OJT can be formal or informal. .Thus,

informal training can include the casual demonstration, of an innovation by one worker or
supervisor to another.: Info4mal training can
eJen be adequate for transmitting the knowhow of major technological changet.

Nonetheless the trend toward formalized
training seems to be increeing. According
to two surveys conducte,d at ,different times
by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., the
eater complexity in business enterprises
d production'processes has made it neces-

sary to explain not only, how but why Work is
performed. 1/ A .related .belief
that a
t "modern technological society" may demand
training and education throughout ,most
people's working lives. 2/

While OJT has both advantages and limit -

I Cations, some researchers call it the ideal

, training method for developing skills required

14

9

ti

by technological change. Chan/es, such as in
the frequent alterations in computer teChnology, can be transmitted to affected workers
as they take place. g/

OJT emphasixes learning by doing and

keeps -theoretical explanations to 'a minimum.

This is particularly attractive to people who
have been "turned off by earlier experiences
with book learning; 4/ or who for other reasons learn best froiri concrete occurrences.
Moreover, OJT is relatively more permanent
than formal classroom training, which, .as a
budgeted item, is subject to "cost reduc_tion . onck /17 training crisis is past. "5/
HoweVer, a U. S. Department of L4por
study determjned that OJT does not "educate"
workers to accommodate to change and that

inplant training usually. noes not teach any

skills which, enhance worker mobility. 6/ This

is quite predictablean ,view ,U the distinct

likelihood that a M
fn will retrieve training

costs when the training is specific; in con-trast,
invests erit cysts of more generalized training hick increases worker mobility
may be los/ If this allows the- worker to
change employers. "7/

Moreover, while it is possible to develop
idegcircumstanceS for OJT, it is not easy
because firms invariably rank training below
production. 8/ "BecatIse on- the -job training
requires thFsame' supervisory inputs, mater;
ials, and equipment . as production" large-

scale training can lead to serious drains on
productive capacity. "9/

10

Another possible

drawback to OJT can occur 'when workers

dislike showing otheroTrkers how to perform
their job, Also Orrinay not be able to train
in all necessary situartionsr for ekainpl a
breakdown in 'a continuous flow opera on
which would have to bk:dealt with may si ply
not occur during a..training petiod.I0/,
t
Some firms subcontact a substantial ortion of their 'training Adtsgrecial institu ions
becaus. OJT interrupts. regular working rou-,
tines. The training prograrrig -of even a
greater number emphasize OJT but. pretvide
related instruction in a p.riyte or public
training institution. The expansion of formal
training revealed by the Bureau of National
Affairs) Inc. surveys referred to.earlier may
further indicate a greatef preference for
training away from a firm's. premises. 1-1owsever, the job-related training provided by
'vocational schools or a community college
should not be sppposedo kke -totally different
from OJT since training institutions,at times
'simulate tilt actual work environment to-the
thaximum extent possible.wt
.%

.3 .

The Extent of RetrainingNo firm estimate
1-s possible of, the extent of trainixt and-retraining which rivate indugtry sponsors because most private (and public). employers do
not tally,t-raining expenditures i consistent
and measurable ways. 11/' That 'training is
noirmally carried out -inirormkly only.underscores the pRoblem of. wpfving at any quanti-

.

tative' measure of training, Therefore, a
recent atterntat to determine the extent of
various kinds of "work train g" noes not
'even attempt' i'lirtn estimate Cif the number
of people being trained in, ' formal OJT
stu.13;

ti

V4

......

11

,

a.

o.

4

;

7

:

.

..

. programs . 121 Mbreaver, *cording to, at
least one mAnpower inalyst no. two retraining situations are alike. "Circuinstances vary
With the nature of the production process, the
types of occupations, and, perhaps most importint, the rapidity with which 'changes are
introduced. "13/ The episodic nature of re-

/
/

trainingespe-cially when it is associated

with technological change-reinforces the
r:eas6n for using the case study approach.

It is, however, possible -to estimate the
number of OJT provisions in collective bargaining ;agreements with major employers
(1, 000 or!more workers); on July 1, 19740.4

million workers, or nearly. 50 percent of
thou working .under agreements with major
ergloyers, had OJT .boverage.14/
.

..
The ectent of OJT within even thgriargely
uniohized industries cannot be judged only bytalllying the number of agreements with OJT
clauses because many "successful" pnion loca s do not even. attempt to inc ude training
i

clauses in their contracts. T ey rely, instead, on unwritten training agreementes,
even though the national unions suggest that

the locals try fo incorporate model clauses.
prepared by the qationalis research and edu-

cation officeson many bargainable istsuer-in-.
eluding advance notice for technological
ehange, 'OJT, and other forms of training and
education., Such would be the case for, many
of the locals of-the International Astociation
of -Mgainists. "Even in those machinists locals which have tr'ai'ning clauses, the lan12

guage ranges from highly detailed to rather
vague. Yet it is obvious that machinfsts

-,

17

,

must undergo some . orms of retraining,
they
in such innovative
industries as aeros ac,,e, 'shipbuilding, and

,Forking .as

.

*/ electronics and nee ing such technologically
Advanced skills as re required by numerically controlled machinery and laser and
eledtronic yielding.

Effectiveness of Retraining in Assuring Job
Security -The principal measure of job secut-43,7131lowing retraining -is the. availability

or onavailability of changed or new jobs for
reirainees.) One of the few empirical studies
which tested this for wdrkers in all regions
and occupations found in 1967 that not many
i
became jobless or incurred shorter working
hours due to technoIogita change. 'Ten per- ..f
-., cent .of the workers 'did report that their jobs
Were changed; but most expressed satisfac:
tion with the opportunities for increasing
their earnings by working on more productive
machines; Perhaps it can be inferred that
' accommcida,tion:w-as made to any necessary
retraining. In addition, the study seemed to,...
deincinstrate that "bettei-educated workers ".
- influenced* the r ate at which technological :
change vitas'introduced.15/-

,.

i

The, adaptability of the work force ca be
ftirtliei inferred from the variety of/situa.ons
. in whit h . technologic al change, too place, as
.reportedd, in the fivdcase studiep -The cases.
deal with job- security provi ns as they
relate to mddifications_ of plant, -equipment,
propessea, and-de fign of,work. A great deal
variety,was found in the cases: in advance
.. -.. of
notice to workers of lechnological change; in
. the kinds. of on- the -job and' institutional '13
r

.

,

.0,

.r

-

S

S

..

r

arranglements for retraining; and in the status
of people being retrained (current, new, and
laid-off employees).
7-

Continuing

education

itself is varied.

Several forms of it are cited because of the
growing importance of training as a form of

employment insurance" upon whiCh workers
can ,draw when their. jobs are altered or even.
displaced by innbvation.
S.

1

t.
,-,

It
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CHAPTER 2. RETRAINING FOR NElk TECHNOLOGY IN A FOUNDRY

The firm represented in this case prefers
anonymity, and is identified 'as GIF, an acrpnym standing for gray-iron facility:

GI,F ptarted as a blacksmith shdp well
over 50 years ago and is notable for the extremely modern foundry it built within the
past five years. The firm is justifiably proud

of the foundry which is Called a metal-casting

facility in order, according to the manager,
to erase the undesirable connotations implicit in the word foundry. An international
officer of the union representing GIF workers
agreed that the facility is probably the Most
modern small foundry in this country.
GIF is one of two manufacturing divisions

in the concern. The other a machine tool
division lOcated nearby, lAkei G1F's castings
into heavy industrial machinery (primarily
high-speed presses for machine tool shops
and stamping plants). That'GIF has its own
metal-casting facility distinguishes it from
most machine tool, manufacturers. the cur
refit work force of the metal - casting facility
numbers

125

hourly

employees.

41,

(The

majority of foundries whose workers are re-

presented by the GIF union/have less than

250 workers.
like other firms which have
tried unsuccessfully to maintain both operations, GIF has consistently contributed to
the firms profits. Since the major tecimoJ
logical bhanges and resultant retraining
occurred only atGIF, this case is .concerged
only with that division of the firm.
2rii3i r . 71

,
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Three reasons were cited for building
First, a 'cleaner environment would

GIF.

result from new processes which permit the
reclamition of sand and control of.emiqsions.

Second, castings woulcbeof higher quality- they would be more abcurate and look better;
and according to .GIF's executive vice president, higher quality can translate into higher
productivity. Third, improved working conditions which. would result would insure thf
ability to attract younger workers. (The
chairman asked board members how the company was to continue to get workers even if
the foundry was better than the ,average for
the industry. One member whO was resistant to building the new facility had only to
stand in the old foundry for a few minutes:
his white shirt darkened and his vote shi4ed.)

,.

Changes in Technblogr-The stages in the
metal-casting process were not basically
changed by the new technology; however, the
process itself was. The old foundry had
utilized the black sand process; this involved
;adding binders and water to sand, making a
-'' mold, and drying it. Now, while the same

sand is used, it is mixed and bonded with a
chemical resin whibh "air sets". (that is, un- i

like the old process it needs no heat) and;
hardens much more rapidly, leaving no moishire in the molds.

20
.

° Moreover the new process does not requireramming. Because the resin binder
uses' '75 percent less binders than the old
process, it is more "flowable" and can be
settled into place simply by vibrating.
..-4;
4,,,
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The set time of molds under the new pro-

cess is 30 to 45 minutes as opposed to 24
'

hours in the old. Cores are now set by infrared heaters in about seven minutes; before 10
to 12 hours were needed. Two coremakers

are able to do the job, 'where six used to be
required.
Another

outstanding

change

involved

replaciad a large gas-consuming oven and a
eoke-_tonsuining cupola with an-all-electric,
induction, melting process. While the allelectric process is moreicostly per B. T. U:
it is. less polluting and affords .bette r quality
control.

The vertical channel izduction furitices

'ark the most advanced in uVe; each fUrnace
has a collar or pollution control, and a great
number of outlets draw out dust or both dust
and smoke. Compared to most foundries, the
operation must be considered "clean. "

The furnace area has a "pulpit," or electrical control booth, which allows operators
at some distance away from the molten metal
to achieve via pushbottons, knobs, and
meters what was formerly done by hand
ghoveling. Fromthe pulpit, 4 is possible to
control a charging crane; open' the top of the
furnace; and select with a magnet either pig
iron or scrap, which is then dropped into a
bucket for -which a scale provides a digital
reading. Finally, a one-ton load is positioned
ti

over and dropped into the furnace.

Production and ProductivityAnnual producs-

lion. in terms 01 good casting rose by 25

25
4.
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%

,percentfrom 6,000 lip 7,500 tons. On a
daily basis, the production or large molds

(about 3, 000pounds tasting weight) rose,from
6 to 11. As a rough measure of the increase
in labor productivity, the . manager of GIF

,.-~

estimated that about 20 percent fewer manhours was currently required for each ton of
good casting. More'dramatic changes in productivity took place. within portions of the
process. j For example, a new sand mixer in
the core room' area handles 600 pounds per
minute against 300 for the old mixer. In
addition to hardening more rapidly, the chemically treated 'sand requires no manual
patching and hence produces a higher quality

mold. There is ;also less waste of various

materials; for example, a reclamation system
permits the reuse of sand and shot, the small
hardened steel pellets used to break.down and
clean each casting.
Advance Notice

of New Technology -The
planning period for the new facility was two
years and the construction period one year. ------\,
Two weeks after the project was approved,
.
the director of industrial relations, wiz° is

also in charge of training, met with union
representatives to inform them of the plan,
let them know that considerable changes

would be required,,and assure them that they
would be kept "informed and ihvolved." At
'first the union representativeS were "appre-

.

.hensive," as were several employees., The
company thereupon decided to meet with all
'employees in small groups to inform them

.,
.

in detail of the changes,' including floor plans.

4f the new facility and. the alternative jobs
22 anticipated to, become available. The new

t
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faqility would be phased in, Iheyk4 e told,
and would be operated on a pa'ralle iasis for
some time.' (The old foundry, which is Still
standings; is less than a 10-minute walk from
the new facility.); Th e! union was decribect
as having been cooperative and it offered suggestions for implementing the "complex
chingeover. The workers were also generally cooperative, possibly becatise they simply
got "more attention than they normally
redeived," and before long, "with goad corns,
m'unitations, suspicions were minimized."

For six months, a key foreman trained at

the plant which was manufacturing the equip-:

ment for the new facility, and for another
three months, he trained with a firm which
already had an electric furnace. He then
assisted in the installation of various mechanical and electrical
its, and became
tnvolvea as well in worke training.

Chafe es in Employment d EarningsAs a
result. of the new manufacturing processes,
employment Jcfeclined from 125 to 105 workers.
There were no layoffs, with the changeover
.

achieved by normal attrition, -most of which
occurred in the maierial4handling jobs that
accoun d for a'major Part of the productivity
. advances, Ultimately, total employment was

restored to its original level as a result of
higher output.

Employment increased immediately, in
Rothe- speV,fic job categories: the maintenance staff rose from twoito five persons with
1.e addition of a night or "down" shift to maintain the more elaborate equipment; a few
,

1.
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additional welder slots also became available and some workers expressed interest in
entering that occupation.

not tiasically changed.
Sortie "junior" journeymen were aware that
. their earnings would not be at the full rate
until more journeymen were needed; as output expanded withip the year, they were absorbed into the higher-paying classification.
Earnings were

Changes in Working .Conifftions--On balance,
the volume of physically arduous work
seemed to decreased cegainly for the

machine operators. This iniudes the crane
operators working in the airrconditioned
.

crane cabs, who used to suffer from nosebleeds caused by high heat. Also, anuch
physically demanding work, such as shoveling
and piling sand, is simply no longer required.

Both union and management represen-.
tativ.es agreed that the work conditions were

better; however, they were not in complete

agreement over the effects of all the changes:
The'_manager felt that worker attitudes had
improVed as a result of the generally cleaner
working environment. A powerized conveyor
makes it possible *to utilize peciple more fully
and eliminate% much "standing around and
"Waiting," a change some workers said they
reciated because it removed the boredom
tu their wor15 Other improvements include
air-conditioned wash and thower rooms.
...

24

The manager's feeling that some workers
"oppose. change for its own sake" seems to
have been indirectly corroborated by one

28
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union official when he 'said that certain work-

egs may not apprediate the improvements.
However, dirt and heat mast still be

contended with in molding, and the conveyor
may make, work harder because, workers no
longer control the work pace. But according
10 the.local union, leader, grievances filed as
a result of the new process' did not increase
markedly and certain grievances arose

because it is just more difficult to please
younger workers,

Changes in Skills--Fewer job. classifications
were an important- outcome, in large' part
attributable to , the elimination of several

lesser-skilled manual classifications. The
,

decline took place despite the designation for
the firs% time of a "laboratory technician" for
the melting process.' Some jobs changed even
though job titles remained the same; for

example,. an. electric furnace operator still
falls in the category of -furnace tender, but
the skills required are completely different.

Clear-cut conclusions are not easily draw
about the net skill effects for the major craft
of molder. Some specializati6n had already
been carved out, with the job classification
having (fire levels. Under the new process, -a
single molder classification was effected
through job enlargement, which, according to
the calting facility manager,' raised job .
ir satisfactiOn levels. However, in another
. sense, the molder position "could be characterized by a decline in skilFlevel, with the
change, for an old-time molder especially
dramatic: In the 'old foundry (and many like
,....4it are still in operation) a molder could

.
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occasionally make an entire Mold iltrns#1,f,
although," accordi g to' a union official, most
do not have the 'r ge of talents of that "disappearing breed;

The manageri'ob9erved that high-skilled
molders, but few r orthem, are still needed.
Except for pate g, most skills are still utilized.

Howeve ;. every worker does not have

to be a comp te craftsman on the quasi-.
assemblyline o the flaskless molding line; a
well-rounded older is stillnecessary for the
production of arge molds.

At the'm aver's insistence, the apprenticeship prof am aims to produce molders

who can loo at a blueprint and "conceive how

all pieces f t together. it' That such workers
n e shifted among functions is
.
advantaged s to the mold land to the com-

can also

pany,. which can, for e
maximizes
operating
on expensive new equipment.
J

The change in. skill requirements for .
maintenance personnel was kiss ambiguous.
Previously the ' Maintenance *duties were

mainly those of a millwright; about jhree-

quarters 9f the job entailed Mechanic, * tasks
"and only onerquarter iniolved electrical problems. In the new facilSty /all maintenance
workers must be qualifieorin more than one of
the skills needed to keep equ pment in operating order, with the exceptio of one mainten-

ance specialist who is ,expe t in electricity
and electronics. **(Skill enrichment is even

more pro ounced for main enanc? persdnnel
at We acc4 see Chapter 3 )
.

'
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The GIP' manager obsdrv. ed a rise in the
technical 'or skill requirements for manage-

rial, supervisory, `and.engineerhitg personnel.

This is associated with the /greater need to

Vecome involved in preventive 'maintenance,
since "more things can go wrong" "with the
new process, and all aspects al-i*likely to be

affected during" a mechanical or electrical
,breakdoUrn. -Also repairs cost more.
A

f

'

The ne$v technology can have the effect of
reducing job Mobility. Men who started their

job careers at GIF as %hipping clerks can
still be found in responsible supervtsory
positions; hoviever, they ultimately became
'perhons with "background and experience"

equivalent to many gradudte engineers,. in
fact, Labor Department and Census Bureau
surveys record thousands of "engineers'
without college degrees. The higher 'formal
.education of job seekers is liI6ely to reduce
.their number, linIess, the trend
inhibited
by the Suprome Court decision (Griggs v.
Duke Power Company) which compels em-

ployers to promote workers on the basis of .
job performance rather 'than educational
attainment..

.

.

-

.

Training and Retraining-Most" of the GIF
journeymen required only mode si, retraining.

As the manager of the gray-iron facility observed, no retraining problem' arises "if. you
start with all-around craftsmen.," While age
did not in itself represent an obstacle, some
older workers who were eligible to bid for,
certain jobs did not want to learn the slight
differences involved; others were happy
simply to continue doing- the same work,
t 244 13$ 0 1t

-

S
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.
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(They knew what new poiitions would offet
because they had had the qpportunityto observe all jobs; working, a they did, in a
single facility contairring all facets of mold
and casting production,. )

workers eagerly anticipated the
iechnol gical changes anWlooked forward to
the retraining for their !changed jobs. "Apprehensive" workers war& made to under-stand that full productiort cwas not expected
immediately; the proCess, of fanfiliarization
would be gradual. Further; the retraining

was started in the familiar surroundings of
the old foundry, where molds-were made on
a limited basis with the new chemically
.
treated sand.

xcept for maintenance and supervisory
obs, all training was on-the.ljob and most of
it was carried out during working hours,. as
determined by a combination of faqtors - -including the diatinctivenesta of the/fechnology
and the nature, of the appficablel,abor market.
For one thing, GIF became involved in welding a larger volume of thejrvy plates, but the
local vocational schools (although.considered
"good ") concentrate on light plates. (Thit
deficiency in most public vocational schools is
a reason why AIRCO launched its own welding schools. See Chapter 5.) For another,
such 'advanced molding techniques are uti-

28

lized by 'only a handful" of firms in a four
or five State area, and virtually their entire
work force is clustered in the small community where- GIF is located and nearby rural
areas.

32
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.AAhough retraining was.Jcharacterized
morel as "familiarizatidt" than "extensive retraining," the firm could not indicate, the.
duration of the "retraining," because it was
s '11 underway. T
is probably not atypical
w en a new technolo
is introduced; how-.
e er, journeymen did of receive continuous
retraining since 19'73, when the new facility
began operations. Supervisory and maintenance personnel, whose jobs changed
extensively, had home -study assignments for

.

which they were paid. The union agreed that
informal classes or OJT would not be enough

A

and a maintenance worker specialized in
electricity and electronics would have to be
'hired from, the outside. The regular maintenance staff, from foreman to apprentices,
was asked to take a few in-house courses,
principally in blueprint reading. The blueprint reading course was given one hour
before the start of the workday. It consisted
of four hours per week over '16' weeks, and
workers were compensated for the time.

Apprentice training continues to empha- ,
size well-rounded craftsmanship because,
with the considerable mobility in the plant,
...

workers "can .bid off a job just as they've

becoime productive at. it. ' Thus, molding,'
maintenance, and pattern 'chasing still have a

four-year apprenticeship tonsisting of OJT,
"Orperience," ana some course work. The
apprenticeship in maintenance has been expanded; each aspirant to a journeyman
position must prove himself in electricity/

-electronics, pneumatics, c, hydraulics,
troubleshooting.

and
29

...

/
*In terms of general development of the
labor force, the company has a policy of proViding tuition reimbursement for completion

of job-related courses at a university or

through correspondence.

.
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TRAINING MULTICRAFT
CHAPTER 3.
MECHANICS IN A PAPERMILI:,

Westvaco, a major manufacturer of paper
and packaging, begah in July 1970 to operate
the Wickliffe mill, a new $100 million, fully
integrated pulp and paper facility in Western
Kentubky near the confluence of the
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. An izrestment
decision of this magnitude, by a cofporation

whose annual sales at the time were almost

$500 millidn obviously involved consideration
of all recent paper technologies, ,and, in fact,

the operation- of many mills had been ex-

smined. Over the pakt 10 years, Westvaco
had doubled in size while reducing its work
force by 15 percent; this rise in production
was credited to the more than $. 5 billion in
capital investment for the period.
Change in Technology and Advance Notice of
the Change:-The Wickliffe mill continued to
emphasize the most productive technology,

and while it put' no new concepts into practice, 'it tried to get the most benefits

from centralization of the entire process,

including the power and recovery unit. Control of most processes in all departments was
placed under instrumentation and computerization which requires monitoring by workers.
(As with other firms in the industry, the

digestor was computerized; the digestor is
similar to a big pressure cooker which
separates the lignin and cellulose fiber in

wood chips.) And possibly the world's fastest
fine papers machine was installed. While the
Wickliffe mill used the most inventive
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machinery and equipment; major productivity'

improvements resulted from utilizing manpower on existent technology more filly than,

had been done eith'er at Westvico mills or

other paper, manufacturers.

According to the manager of the Wickliffe
mill (an ,engineer, by professioh), the high
costs of pollution abateMent had placed the

industry's marginal plants in an untenable

-,..

competitive position. Himself once 'maintenrce supervisor, at another Westvaco plant,
the manager's own experience reinforced his.
thinking about multic raft maintehance. He
19ew.that workers can often contribute more-

than management realizes. Furthermore, he
felt that "precise" or highly specific job classifications were counterproductive. (During
a cutback, in output at another mill, when.
maintenance personnel with high seniority
"bumped" other workers, he learned that riggers with 20 years of experience in the one

job could also be used in other jobs.) Finally,
he .concluded that ""some work6rs.enjoy more
responsibility," and should be 'given the op-u
portunity to assume it. Some company and
union officials wer
eptic3I abouf applying

the mutcraft
lt
made

ce concept, but the

president of the local union favored it on the
basis of some previous experielke with the
innovation*..

Although .the. Wickliffe mill was a new
facility, Management's practice of giving ad -'

vance notice on new technologies was still
relevan$, because the corporation signed a
three-year agreement with the United Paper 32' workers International Union (UPIU) at the
.

3g
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start of produCtion: Leader's of the union
local said that the managers of a sizable
public utility were having trouble shifting to
multicraft maintenance. because they had
made the mistake of inforniing employeesPtif
the change in an imptrsonal manner. The
local's international .t ion had already shown
itself .ready to accept("riew technologies and
adaptations to remain competitive; examples
of such reforms found in the newer Southern
mills included muhicraft,,maintenance person-

nel and eftion of the "crew concept" to a
paper mi
perations and
power and re,
covery phases.

Prospective workers were also informed

in adVance of 95, novel duties they would have

as

and training they would require. This wasm,
particularly important because the great
majority of employees turned out to have no
experienCe in the enhanced requirements of
the jobs.

Workers
for tlitenance
Jobe
T3ffil
from
mu icra main enance (the new position was called general

mechanic, or g.m. ) was the major manpower
(as well as technological) change atWestvaco.
Job applicants who were pipefitters; millwrights, machinists, or' electricians were
told they would shave to become qualified

multi- or four-skill craftsmen through .re- '
training over an approximately three; year
period, or nearly 01.4 amount of time it took
to train for the initial specialty. While they
were 'not -expected to become full-fledged
craftsmen in each occupation,- they were 'to
a high level of competence in various
facets of each craft.

33
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The position is described as one of
keeping the mill operiting. Immediate focus
is upon equipment breakdowns and unscheduled shutdowns, but great emphasis is also
placed upon preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and scheduled shutdown
maintenance. The g.m. is- expected to be able
todo most assignments "from start to finish."
While 8 to 10 workers are assigned to a crew

.

which operates as a team, often only two
mechanics work on a particular job and supervision is. minimal. This is why "top notch,
motivated people", arse needed.

Westvaco had studied the experiences of

other mills which had shifted to the g.m.

,

,

position. These were not always successful;
others succeeded, only partially. *Nor had all

of those mills incorporated the four craft's, ,
with the electrical or 'instrumentation elements excluded at times. Not even the
international . union was intimately familiar
with the concept. So' the shift represented
a considerable challenge for the workers and

the company. However, there were a couple
of advantages. One lay in the fact that the

mill was new and thus not burdened with a
single-craft tradition. Another involved the

(

need to deal with only a single union. (Some
mills, including some Westvaco 44mills, have
from two to four Anions. )
P

t,95 percent of the aspirants for the
were single-craft mechanics from
such ried industries as construction, automobilermanufacturing, machine tool, and
rubber manufacturing; most had worked in .

.I.

po

maintenance departments, but only twcrbame '
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from another paper: mill.. The age of those
who agreed to the terms (which ultimately
appeared in a collective bargaining agree-

ment) ranged from 21 to 48, with the average

30 years

old. According to the personnel
manager, the relatively older workers were.
up to the challenge as long as they were:re-

assured that retraining would cubninateviri job

-/

security. The importance of steady employment as a preeminent 'concern on the part of
the workers (attested by the resdarch director
of the UPIU) cannot be exaggerated. ThereTore, while the small work force made reductions unlikely, affirmation was needed that
should any become necessary an effort would

,

be made to handle them thrt'augh attrition.

Possibly as many as 90 percent of the new
workers were from the three-State area
within 150 miles of the plant. However, some
came from Detroit and even California; many
of them had left Western Kentucky during the
previous several years because good-paying
jobs had been scarce and they, had not wanted
to settle for agricultural or other low-paying

/

work. Now they were finding it ,inviting to
move to financially rewarding jobs close to
their original homes; some even took a eut
in pay at the start.

.

.

,

The greater responsibility inherent in the
multicraft job was apparently an important
stimulus to many of the applicants. It was
suggested that some of the original jobseekers
had been motivated by increasing educational
attainment which would mitigate against specfalitation and toward generalization, but this

t

Could not be verified,.
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The wage scale was also probably an im.
portant consideration. The hourly wage rate
for a single-craftmechanic was $6.64. After
qualifying for a second craft, it rose by 31

.,

cents; competence in a third craft brought
another 31cents. A mechanic qualifying in all
four crafts was paid an additional 78 cents,
for a final hourly total of $8. Oil This was
at least $1.00 higher than the specialized
mechanic's rate in large nearby chemical
plants., Under a contract effective July 1,
1976, hourly rates rose to a range of $7. 30
to $8.84.
r

Up until the present; only one persbn

accepted 'for the grogram was declared.a failure, not because he was not "competent" but
because he was an electrician who would not
accept other job r sponsibilities. Nobody has
quit the program oluntarily. Eight foremen,
whO were pro ted from within, supervise
the 70 mech ics. Of these, 67 have four

skills; the o er 3 are striving to taster. their

final skills.

,

The risk associated with this innovation
has apparently paid off. Some earlier doubts
on the part. of managers and craftsmen (spine
of whom were considered opposed to "change
itself");have faded, and the movement to the
multicraft maintenance system is now underway in Westvaco's other mills, including the
original and largest mill in Luke, Maryland,
Retraining: Conversion of Specialists into
Multic raftsmen-,-Retraining represents the
36

actual nuts and bolts of the "technology,"
involving, as it does, the conversion of
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specialists foto multicraft maintenance 4orkers. The retrai . mg, or simply training; of
specialists to b ' multicraft .maintenance
workers must not be nfused with an appreiiticeship; as a 1971 We
co booklet makes
clear.
The
aims
arei,
to,
enable
journeymen
rf
t - to progfess , to millti-skilled general
mechanic stais by capitalizing on the synergistic strengths and advantages... developed.

in becoming a practicing journeyman.

A

mechanic undergoing training is assumed to.
build on a, common base of transferable
skill--iincluding the use and care of common
hand tools and equipftent pf his craft; ability
to read prints and measure; knowledge of
mathematics; and familiathy with "industrial
routines."
--

The training is,tasically OJT plus home
study and is conducted under the direction of
of a union-management training comtnitteq.
Durint indoctrination, -trainees are reassured
that the program's requirements are not bejond a jourrfeyman's gAaspir '....)3,9th the committee *id foremen "monitor" the progress
of traffiees to assure OJT rotation in sufficient variety to make home study meaningful. (Foremen . have needed considerable
"training's' to inoure the ,program's success;

.

initially foremen of the old school would not,
for example, call on a perbon who is considered a millwright to perform a job normally
r
handled. by an electrician.)

Westvaio remains convinced that the best
,piectit al training
secured through -OJT-,,

0
4F,

and mechanics 6ie expected to train each
other in their' specialties.

my

,
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According to its developer (TPC Tiaining
Systems, Barrington, Illinois), The home
study portion is not a corresportdence course

because trainee's do not have a real waiting
pleiod for answers to questions and problems,
If-differs in another sense from a typital Correspondence course because traipees can call

upon their crew members whdn part of a
course A notclear. Trainees take three 100'Mir courses for which they are paid at the
regular hourly rate upon the coniop of
. new
each. The courses are described

methoa773/ of self-instructional training....
Short segments of easily understood text
material are folloved, and strengthened, by
the latest programmed learning techniques.:'
The home study approach is considered less
"burdensome and disruptive" than classroom
instruction which was used only during the
start-up phase. .It allows the trainee to proceed at his own pace. Periodic tests are
administered by Wst"ciaco's Personnel Department.

A journeyman beginning training spent
about 70 percent of the workweek in a, craft
other than the one he washired to perform .and
the remainder--nearly 15 hours-pconsisted of
OJT. Those who were not qualified welders

also had to enroll -in a full-time 80-hour

course at Paducah high School (for which the
company paid) and finally "tested" by
Westvaco welders. The company new conducts welder training as needed as part of its
.
own PJT.

40,taking
01 pri-

Even if they are not in the cur
384 mary" craft for which a trainee-

14

.42

OJT and a correspondence course, tasks in
any of the trainee's "blue booklets" are approved as they are completed. Thus training
tends to become easier after the second craft
is added. (Exhibit 1 is a typieal page from a
a mechanics training' booklet. Exhibit is a
brief record of all g. m. requirement . ), The
approach to journeymen not hired as e ectricians is basically not different, although this
posed the biggest problem because of safety

considerations. However, enough knowledge,
and uniierstanding of the basic elements of the

.. .

craft could be imparted to avoid haztrdous
situations. The mill manager said he became
convinced that the electrician craft could b..
included in the g, m, classification when he
observed two mechanics working on a high
overhead crane under extremely hot conditions. One of the mechanics had an electrical background (while ,the other did not;

.

however they took \kurns working at the great

height and completed the job satisfactorily.

1,
Typical Page, trait Training
Checkoff Book,' Westvaco, Wickliffe Mill

Exhibit
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Master Record. Multie.raft
Program, Westvhco, Wickliffe Mill

Maintenance Training
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.
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.
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Mae book No.
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Date
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Among training aids utilized are mockups,'
Models, slides, films, and recordings. Also.

used is a Carmody Process Trainer, which
simulates the control panel in paper production. In addition, the Personnel Department

is developing a library of.slides for all of the
mill's processes. 1On the average, it has taken ,a journeyman
12 months to complete each additiorial craft.

A minimum of .6 months and a maximum of 15
is set for completiofvf the first craft. Six-

month ,extensions a4i-naae or the second or
third crafts, if needed.

Mechanics, ad4ell as other worker's, are
shown films, on changed equipment anti

processes. A course in pneumatics and hydraulics
is. also under 'consideration.
Westvaco has a policy of paying for job-related courses in electricity, air conditioning,
and other fields. :And the union is very sup portive; according to the utjba-tresident,
"We like to think-a that our mechanics alwayS

stay in training."

4

Changes in Job Classifications - -Other shifts
away trom traditional job classtficatibns have
also occurred steadily at the Wickliffe mill,
with multiple skills in a crew leader concept
wo&ing well,. in thepulp mill, power and recovery, woqcly'ard, pulp dryer, and shipping
As with maintenance, 'no
specific job titles are appKed to machine
bperators. Such designations "crew lead-

-ctePartments.
_ _

_

_

.

er" and "assistants" are used) to .encourage
workers to think of a whole operation rather

45
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than its pieces, and workers in the crews
(teams may be a better term) knction as a
unit. In general, the absence of specific job

titles can .be interpreted In terms of "mini-

.

mum manning."

According to \the mill manager, the crew

.

leader concept in other departments reinforces ,the muycraft maintenance system.
However, while the two types of job classification .and organizakm should ideally go

tpgether, he cautioned' hey can be "difficult
to bring off. "' The concept is more diffieultto apply in th paper mill, where some old
job ,titles re ain, although all opportunities
agssure success may not have IS een
The'cr,ew in the pulp mill is made
up of the crew leader, assistant crew leader,
first, second," and thiltAerassistants
and
$
.
to

exploited.

reserve.

.

't

,

1$

Crews for production and power and recovery were required to have more knowledge
of paper technology than maintenance orews:
crew leaders and assistant crew leaders with
paper industriy experiences first and second
assistants *Rh 'related experience"; and

third assistants and reserves from among
promiging job seekers in "tile area." .Twothirds of the workers in the power and
recovery department had previous experience
within the indUstry. Those numerous workers
with no previous employment M paper manu-

4Z

facturing had to be' taught all phases of the
job as well as indoctrinated in the crew concept (which was particularly important for
those crew workers whb had been content to'
do a single job before).
to

4

O

..

)
The change in working arrangements is
particularly striking within the power and re-

covery4epartment, where all crew workers

do

function cooperatively within the same control
room. (Older mills might have five control

1

rooms and separate jpb classifications. Better instrumentation has allowed all operations
to be observed from one control room.) The
crew has considerable responsibility. It

maintains the filtered water, fire system,

two power boilers, central air conditioning,'
distilling plant, waste treatment, evaporators, recovery boiler, lime kiln, caustic
lignin works,
electrical distributioq.
It has no 6upervgn at night. Training wee,
described as being "continuous," with
virtually all of it on thejob although classroom instruction takes place before new
equipment is added. The simulated control
room is "about as close to the job as
you can
.
get."
The crew leader and multiple skills con-

cepts have 4 influenced all segments of the

mill. 'Thus, whereasseneral service workers
(or the yard crew), who are under the supervision of the maintenance department, are
classified at other plants as laborers, backhoe operators, truck drivers, etc., they

perform all of these jobs plus cleanup for
maintenance personnel at Wickliffe. According to the mill manager, this has been the

only area with some problems of jurisdiction'al defiiiition,' since "reserve" workers within
the various departments with the crew concept, do not have well-defined duties and
mainly fill in for absent or vacationing workers. However, the reserve worker moves

47
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into a job vacated by the lowest working
assistant.

Production personnel at Wickliffe perform
minor maintenance and lubrication willingly

and routinely, jobs they would not do in a

more traditional plght.
.

.

he can
The pulp ,mill crew leader clai
now perform a supervisor's job at 1 st as
well as an actual supervisor. Howes4r the
supervisor's job Has changed; since multicraft Mechanics usually do not need the
advice of supervisors, the superyisorb perform various coordinating functions to smooth
work movement.

Even the clerical force has undergone
changes, which are
analogous to
those experienced by maintenance and production workers. Now only two people have
their own secretaries: the mill manager and
the personnel director (for dealing with confidential\matters and fringe benefits, which
are considered "technical"). A pool of secretaries, typists, anti stenographers handle

the work of everyone else,. including the personnel director's nontechnical work.

Changes in Employment, Production, and
Productivity--The other milfs within Or outside of the Westvaco system do not have the

same level of automation and the exc eptional-

44

ly fast papermaking machine as Wickliffe.
Nor do the others have a 'INIlly operational
four-craft maintenance system, the crew
leader concept in various departments, and

48

other innovations whereby job classifications
are thinned, Such variations can,-To a con-

siderable extent, account for differences in
employment, production, aid productivity of
Wickliffe as compared to the other mills:

However,. some approximate comparisons are
valid.
The Wickliffe mill has 330 hourly employ-

ees and 130 salaried employees. Aboin 600
tons of pulp are produced daily; from this 360

tins of paper are manufacturt
(This
is fine paper"--light weight, bleached white,
all pulp, and weighs 40 to 80 pounds',
40 r
to 80 pounds per 1,000 squale feet.) Thir260
tens of pulp in excess of the mill'sneeds are
sold to ether firms. Paper manufacturing
res9mblep a steel mill with respect to
continuity of operations; three shifts run
throughout each 24hour day,and four crews

'work, on a rotation schedule.

Using an admittedly crude measur of tonnage per employee, the personnel anager
estimated that productivity at Wicklif is 75
percent higher than at an older mill,

ecific

credit is given to the four-craft main nance
system, without which, the mill manager

said, "at least twice as many" mechanics (140
.insteed of 70) would have been required.
The president of the union local expressed,
definite and positive views independently of
but coinciding,.vrith the mill manager. "If
we're going to be competitive around te
world, we have to be productive, " he said.
The union president compared the perform-

ance of a Geygia mill with which he was

49
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familiar with the Wickliffe mill. Wickliffe
orated with slightly over one-quarter of the
workers per shift in Georgia and producid
nearly twice as much.

.-

Higher productivity resulting frb'rn labor

savings was, a sup rvisor claimed even

)

more evident in the wer and recovery department than in
aintena.nce. He 'ci d
another paper mill's department which ad
more than three tim s as many men as h s....._
department wand prod c ed only about 35 per- 4-------'
cent greater output.

Labor and management representatives

...

often observed that workers only become 'efficient if they work as a team and complete
a given job. Worker rotation from'one team
to another does produce an initial "blip, " or
temporary decline, in efficiency, but this

quickly disippears and "overall" efficiency
becomes greater. Surprisingly, because they
have greater understanding and are able to
relate various processes, crew members
may even outperform highly specialized
,workers on their own specialties.

G. m. 's are likely to solve problems more
because they become "superior
troubleshooters" Able to consider all facets of
a problem. Morever, since they all work together on a job, the downtime clocked by.
quickly

specialized workers waiting for each other
to complete a part of the work is eliminated.

Thus, instead of requiring the services of
five men to remove a pump, only two or
three g.m. is are neededarid nobody would
46

be waiting around. Improved scheduling is
di
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also possible because task assignments can
be Made with flexibility; that is, any two
workers can be selected for a task requiring

dAwo workers. Scheduling improvements plus
*downtime savings yield from, 25 to 40 percent
in time gain. Also ended are the vexing juriS-

dictional disputes so often associated with
maintenance and which sometimes result

"one union being played off against another.1M,
Effects of New Technology on Workers- -Jobs

are less strenuous but demand more responsibility. Workers were mole interested in
ained greater satisfaction from knowing
an entire process. 1/ As one of the g.m.'s

said, "Sure, some work is liked more than

other work, bp the variety makes the. overall
Moreover they were pleased

job enjoyable. 1"

that theycould initiate their own ideas and
that their supervisors were accessible to
them. As team members, the mechanics
exhibited a generosity in sharing their know-

how, including willingness to train others.
They are also eager to expand their la)owhow: many workers indicated irierese in a

voluntary correspondence course in pulp and

papermaking. 2/ Their pride in their own
accomplishmenTs is reflected in a odncern

that competent people be hired to work with
them. Production workers within the crew
concept are also found to be more knowledgeable; as a result,
need talk to onVone

or two to get a lead for solving production

-

problems.

Greater flexibility in assigning jobs made
for a more equitable allocation in overtime,
vacation schedules, and other benefits. The
116.2St

- 71

.
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low 3 percent mill-wide absentee rate is even
smallerfor maintenance workers. (Soma ex-4_

pected absences occur aftee .s. worker 'has
been on the job for a perioci well beyond the
,normal workday.) A turnovter rate of only 1
percent was recorded for g. m. 's The paper
industry as a whole has a high accident rate;
however, accidents are fewer, among multi craftsmen because they "know the flow of
things and are more relaxed" nd mistake
are less likely. Working together, work
communicate more and feel a reSponsibi
for each other. Most grievances relate to
overtime work; these are likely to arise

equally with multi- or single-craft mechanics.

The personnel manager also feels it is now

more likely that young workers can be
attracted to jobs involving the multicraft and
crew concepts.
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Chapter 3._ Footnotes
'1.

At a

Topeka,.

Kansas, General Foods

learning various jobs was con 'sidered the "key to job satisfaction."
Reported by James O'Toole, "The Reserve
Army of the Underemployed;
Role

plant,

of Education," Change, Vol. 7, No. 5,
June p75, p. 33.

2. At the deneral Foods plant, a company
offer to pay for "aw course any...employee pursues in hf or her spare time"
met with three times as much worker

interest than in all of the other firm's
plants. "ti appears that learning on the

particular, learning all' phases of
a j6bT has whetted the workers' appetite
for more education. " J. O'Toole,. op. cit. ,
p. 60.
job

40"
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CHAPTER 4. INSTITUTIONAL RETRAINING
OF GRAPHIC ARTS WORKERS

The Chicago Graphic Arts Institute, a.

joint employer-union operated training institution, is an example of the decided shift in
the industry from training young apprentices
to retraining middle-aged workers. This can
be attributed to technological And loCatiral
changes.

The U.S. Department. of Labor reported
in. March 1976 that in the graphic arts, which

Is .dominated by the printing industry, the

numberof registered apprentices had declined
from 14, 000 to 13, 000 between 1964 and 197$,

.largely as the result of "automated techniques." Emphasis upon retraining has been
relatively greater in the Chicago area than

pi other communities because several larger
employers moved to the South, a shift facilitated by retraining and even initial training)
provided by equipment manufacturers.

Organization, Objective, and Funcling-The

L

institute was Pounded 911922- and is the oldest
and largest school of 'its.kind in the country..

Its "modern history" began in 1946 and coincided with the onset of sizable technological
changes.
In 1971 it occupied a new 22,000.
square -loot

The institute's objective, as stated in the
Program of Instruction,. reads: "The ever' increasing technological adyances, in our
industry- have emphasized the need and real
value of a fof-mal educational program."
A
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Pormal training makeS it possible for pro4

blems-and processes not met in "daily work'
to be handled and does,not substitute for OJT.

The institute is operated as a nonprofit
trust. Represented on the board Of trustees
are the Graphic Arts International Union,
Chicago Local 045, and four employer
associations--*Chicagithographers' Asso.

ciation, Chicago Pholoplaternakers' Association, Chicago Rotogravure Association, and
Chictgo Newspaper Publishers' Association.

(The International Graphic Arts Unici rze'suited from a merger of the Lithographers, "
Photoengravers, and teokbinders. Recently
membership in the divisions for the U.S.' and.

o Canada was 4.4, 000, 15, 000, and 58, 000 re-

spectively; 33, 000 women are mtmhers,
mainly employed in bookbinding whe large scale equipment has not, yet been troduced
to replace labor.,). By sheer wei
of nufn-

Ai

bers, the large-scale printing es liShmr"\
tsuk
and their unionized workers.adi° t,11m,se ves
the most of the institute'
ces; hovtever
-184irrms and appro i 00- 000 members
of the union loca_ Agbicipate, in the
1

stho011 s qrainin

Ar?-4#4'
xtute is funded tfy erriPloyers
The
throu contract ngatiations :with the union,
Their emplciye)es who are ocovered under the
agrtement,
enroll'for cour es at no additional cost. Other workers curr ntly emilloyed
in the graphic arts cpn tSkb-"c,
bug- st
ct, tui on
pay tuition. Depending on the s
to,

ranges4from $100 to $300 for three hour of

instruction, once weekly, for 10 to 17oweeks.
52. Le4ss than 10 percent of.all students have been

.
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tuition- paying and 80' percent of them' have
had their tuition paid by employers. According to the institute's director, enrollment is

.

limited. to persons, with experience in the

*industry because employment
are
limited. Young persons with "no
"no ties imp the
industry" are urged to enroll in a co unity
college program or else secure s
ndusT
try experience first.

Student BodyStudents are largely from; the
Chicago Metropolitan') Area, although small
groups have been enrolled from throughout
the country. Less than 2 percent have been
_from foreign countries; less tkan 5 percent
are wonteri. A special short course in litho-.
graphyls offered each year to half a dozen
men and women itmiddle management, sales,
or purchasing wfth suoh corporations as
Time-Lif44 Ehcyclopedia Brittanica, and

41

American Can.

The former emphasis on apprenticeshiptis
losing out to retraining. in tree immediate
postwar period, when lithography was booming, .98 percent of the students were enrolled
as aprentices. Even as recently as seven
years ago, about 90 percent were apprentices.

.ever, by:197k75, only 40 percent were
trarentices. Two kinds of 'retraining acdciiitedforthe other 60 percent. The figures
broke down as follows:

f
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Retraimng
For upgrading
Associated with,
technological
change

403
261

142

V

Apprenticeships

d

274
-677

The institute's' director agreed that the

distinction between training for upgrading and
training associated with technological change

was not always as clear-cut as these figures
might suggest.
Retraining foi- upgrading
could broaden skills and insulate workers
against the dislocations of technological
change.

Journeymen undertake retraining volun-r

tartly and are not paid for time in training.
ThOse who are employed attend before or
aker,work; night-shift workers from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m.; day-shift zorkers from 5 to 8 p.m.
Some 97 percent complete their retraining.
According to the director, age has posed no
obstacles to training.
.

.

$road Technological

Change -- Within

the

tWprinting processesletierpress, litho'

graphy, and gravure--there are 30 special-

.

be so substantial that a field "virtually
ceases to exist." The education director Of
the union's international, headquartered in

ized fields in which technological change may

54

Washington, felt that a "cresting of technology" has taken place. The di ctor- of the
institute described the shifts i technology as
a rather constant occurrence which resulted

57
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in certain workers being "in jeopardy at mait
times. "'He noted, however; that changes may
be "quite gradual ": 10 year passed before
the matketing claims , for electronic scanners
were realized. Moreover, for several technologic a' changes retraining may have been
required but employment did not necessarily
decline.
.

As in other industries', routine °jobs. are
the first to be affected by new technology.
For example, divsifig_d cameramen who
then became specialistd In filin contacting
would be out of luck today because at least

ti

in the Chicago Area fei3O jobs are aVailable in
only that specialty.
.

.

Three technological changes have had a
major impact in recent years. n employment
and required retraining. Pir t is the re-

placement arli steady pace' o i the last 15
years of letteffpress by lithography. According to the institute's director,. "Letterpress

is dying because it's labor-intensiVe.
The
great majority of small newspapers are now
produced by lithography.. The major news -

papers continue to use letterpresses ply

because of their sizable investment in ma-

chinery,, but as the machinery, becomes Anz.

operatidnal or too costly to opiratetit is
often replaced with lithographic equip-tient°.

The second key. technological Garage in-

volves the shift from sheet-fed toffeb-fed

lithography, an innovation which affects nearly
every process, Thus it made it pOssible to
docolor separaticans much more inexpensively

by electronic scanners, instead of by more

I

,
.
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labor-intensive photo-mechanical methods.
' However, as a result, eolor might be used
much more in printing, including newspapers,
with employment maintained at approximately
the same levels. However, overall employment decreased' sharply in a large firm which
shifted production completely from sheet-fed
to web-fed lithography presses. The number

.

.

of presses and. employees declined "signifi.oantly, " butproductivity rose "significantly,"
although the exact figures are disputed. ./

Th

,0

third major improvement involves

c platemaking. This was described

lithogift

, 'is haying a ':devaeatIng" outcome because
many Workers have hid to be retrained in

.

,

other areas.

.
.

,

...

A fourth new technology; still at th'e fron-.
tier is ,rotogravure. Cdmmonly referred to
as "fantastic" and a "sleeping giant" ,the process may be in wide use in the next decade.

It is costly, however, .becaus`e a chromeplated cropper cylinder is needed. A great

advantage is the ability to print on the lightest
paper stock. All major catalogues, newspaper

.
4

and long-run magazines are

supplemeXis,

done by the process.
.-

.

.

.

.

Retraining '- for Skill ObsolescenceThe
G-raphio 'Art§ International :Craton .and most of
its locals ,(includitig Chicago) recognize that
the well-being of both the industry and -union.
mernberp depends upon developing and apply-ing new. technologies. However,- the interna-.

-

'tional. alb° 'suggests- that bargaining agree-.
56 mints include a ' clause referring to the

.

.

i

, ..,.'

,

4%
I'

.df

.
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companies' responsibility to "explore and
promote new markets" to assiireemployment.
In addition, 300 locals have succeeded in ins.torporating a "New Machines or Processes"
clause, which requires 90 days advance notice
before adoption of any new equipment or process, and 'prior agreement on "manning,"
Wages, worging conditions,' and training and
retraining pf any affected workers. -

In 1955 the Institute retrained hand proofers to workon power-proofing machines. All
were over 40 years old but "had a strong mo-

tivation to retrain because of accumulated
skill; experience, and ra history °Tr favor-

able wages and health BIZ welfare benefits."
Workers are now being retrained from Skeetto web-fed presses. Many photoengravers
whose main emp)Loyment has been as plate-

makers for the letterpress industry, s have
been retrained to gravure and lithographic
offset positions.

Institute Meets Needs obTrainees--According
to the director, a l'whoIeSEETT" could be
rre..de about why trainees enroll in the instiTheir reasons include diminishing
tuTe.
demand for a craft; preparation for b. supervisory position; displacement due to technological or other causes; physical difficulties,

.

such as inability to tolerate solvents in the

pressrosign, dermatitis, respiratOry ailments; .
or simplythe opportunity to meetrothesp work-

ers ad exchange ideas and work methods.
.

Because enrollthent oat the institute is
completelyrvoluntary, motivation tends to be
high. In fact, -instructors prefer ,volunteer
journeymen as students over "captive"

Co

5.7

apprentices. Some workers enroll for training even before the union is informed about
a technological change. This may reflect the
good communication between managers and
their highly skilled and relatively small

work forces. Maximum enrollment at all
times primarily results from word of mouth

.reports by students convinced of the worth of^

theretraining.

The treed now seems to be away from

narrow specialization, and unemployed specialists invariably- enroll in retraining programs _to broaden their skills.

However,

many trainees do not iieed retraining. They
have Fell-rounded skills and considerable
experience, but jobs are unavailable and
"they are going through emotional upheaval."
In general, corporate printers want "sophis-

ticated specialists," small printers "combination men" or generalists.
_

In most cases, trainees are encouraged to
enter parallel fields. For instance, the same
basic background is required for whatever
different etching techniqu& that are used.

sometimes difficulties arise.
Chicago platemakers at Continental Can Corporation were laid off when a new technology
was introduced° and production. was'cohsoli-.
dated in New Jersey. Before these workers
could be retrained for similar work they had
to be taught the differences' between working
on paper and cans. Furthermore, off-the-job
instruction was preferable to OJT, which
However,

would require an NTrilission on the part of
these "proud men" that their years of exper-
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ience only applie4 to can labels.
.

.

InstructionThe institute has three full-time
supervisors and 20 to 25 part-time instruc-

tors for eacI of the supervisor's depart-

.

ments. The number of part-time instructors
is large for several reasons. Pay is little ($10
per hour), not enough to warrant full-tirrte
work. In fact, considering course. preparation, travel, ancrovertime, instructors r:an
almost be considered volunteers. Furthermore, a one- or two-course teaching load
'does not interfere with horde life. In addition, instructors are .actively engaged in the
subjects they teach and are thus more credible.

.

The international union's Education Department holds annual seminars for instruc-

tors and develops and distributes training
manuals and course materials.. The institute
also sponsors tegther seminars.

Lectures, an audio-visual room, and the
library are used, but the principal emphasis
is "hand on, " or practical instruction. Classes are small--from 4 to 10 students.
The institute must have elaborate .and
costly equipment for the bulk of its activities;
for example, the automatic film procedsor
which is widely used in the industry. However, it also needs nonautomatic equipment in

Tic order to help students understand what the
automatic machine "is actually doing."

Equipment valued at about $1. 5 million is

.on loan to the institute, the result of good

relations with manufacturers and the interest

6,"
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of suppliers in keeping instructors abreast
of the latest equipment and processes. More
than 80 percent of expendible supplies are
also donated. All told, more than 100 large
and small firms have made loans or gifts to
the institute.
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CHAPTER 5. INSTITOIONAL UPGRADING
OF WELDERS.
.w

AIRCO Technical institute in Baltiniore is

the third welder training school established
/ft

within recent years by AIRCO, Inc. (formerly
Air Reduction Co. ). The company, founded

nearly 60 yiars ago, has 'annual sales of
almost $1 billion and employs 14,000 pe-rsons
in several manufacturing divisions. AIRCO is
one of the Nation's largest manufacturers and
marketers of welding equipment and supplies
for the metalworking industry.
1

An article in Iron Age 1/ outlined the industry's welder training aslollows:
1.

Companies like Caterpillar Tractor.
and Chidtigo Bridge and Iron train

their own welders.

manufacturers, such as,
Lincoln ,Electric Co. and Hobart
Brothers Co., have had welder-training schools for many years. For
example, the Hobart Welding School
in Troy, Ohio, was established in 1930

2. Welding

r

,

when arc welding was a relatively new
fabricating method. The school glans
52 weeks a year, and offers courses to
teachers in the summer.
3. Small fabricating firnis do not usually

do their own training.

AIRCO hactmore than 50 years experience

in training welders before it established

61

institutes to train welders for others, and
purchasers of the company's equipment can
still be trained at the California, Texas,
and Pennsylvania sites, This ranges
from 1 week for general exposure to 10 weeks

for'learning a new process, with troubleshooting and preventive maintenance re
.

quiring around 5 weeks. The Education
Division was established to alleviate a serious

and enduring shortage of trained welders, a
function which neithe1 public nor, private

w
educational and training institutions were
able'
to( do.
By training welders in the most
advanced techniqies, the company also recognized that more opportunities would be opened'

up for mid-skill and entry-level welders; in
fact, the first A1RCO Technical lnstitutg,

which was initiated in Cleeland in November,

focused on this under a subcohtraci
from the city's Concentrated Employment
Program.
1968,

I.

.

-

At an early stage; the institute was placed
in theacorporate structure so that it would be

judged, . as any other operation is, on the
basis of performance, The head of the Education Division is also, an assistant to
's chairman.

A -coed training center was established
in Broo lyn, New York, late in 1971. The
Baltimore institute, which is the subject of
this case, was established in July 1972. A

,

fourth institute was established in Newark two

years later and two more were operating in
62

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia by mid-1976.
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Employment

and

Technological Outlook in

Welding -- The employment outlook for
welders appears to be favorable. (Jobs are

also available for welding engineers; who are
metallurgical engineers with a practical
knowledge of welding. However, the job desCription is vague and it is difficult to attract
people to it.) Iron Age reports "a critical
shortage" of top-level welders in the face of
heightening needs: such growth industries
as energy, transportation, and food are
"welding intensive," in terms of the pipelines, pressure vessels, ships, railcars,
and tractors that will be required. 2/
Most of the unemployment among welders
is due to their being "too limited inwhal they
can do, " according to an AIRCO represintative. Thus, the maximization of employment

,

,opportunities and upward occupational m,obil'-ity is dependent, on developing en6ugh htilify

skilled welders. A. recent president of the
American Welding Sc;clety attributed the'
shortage' -to 1".. . top managetnent's lack . of:
concern for 'bompetent, capable people:"

"..

StipervAsors .were also cited as having `insuf-

ficient skills and the inabiliti to learn from
the workers. According .to; one AIRCO' educator, the important thing in superiisory
. training is to teachsupexvisors how t6 get
, workers to produce .more,,. which Inight. involve learning how to operate a superviiorworker committee. "After all, worker's talk
about t4eir jobs even during work breaks:"

While an known forms of welding are till
4n use, .a-zoarked shift toward the.' sync-auto.matic" process has taken place in recent
"II
.

r

.
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.
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years. Gas (or OXY-fuel) welding is the first
to have been widely used. ARC welding,
which requires equivalent skills to gas welding, is usedlo obtain higher quality welds; it
has attained a major position in welding. MIG
(or Metal Inert Gas) welding, which is con?
siderably faster and more easily learned than
ARC welding, is the first semi-automatic
process and is widely used compared with 10
years ago; a comparatively new process, it
could lead to a substantial expansion in metal
fabrication because of its great usefulness on
,heavy metals. According to AIRCO estimates, ARC welders are 10 times as plentiful as MIG welders, and employee resistance
to the new MIG welding has led some companies to postpone its adoption. TIG (dr
Tungsten Inert Gas) is another new form of
welding whose use has increased greatly in
energy-related jobs, including pipeline systems demanding zero defects. Nuclear Pipe

Welding is a tedious process- that requires'
very high cOiber craftsmen and expensive
equipment; ultimately the probess will be
. made more productive, and while it is more
costly than other forms of welding, it meets
environmental standards.

*

Certification of Welders--Finding a more
efficient way to certify welders id a ch
nge,

P

which, if it pan be resolved, would r
highet`oaeJder productivity.

in

Consid rable duplication is involved in the
tests and tandards applied to Welders. Be-

cause. th re is no "cross certification," a
welder trying to qualify for a very demanding
64

position too often must submit his welds to
>

te

'1'67

,

.

.

the standards of 'the American Society of
-Mechanical Engineers, the American Welding
Society (AWS), the American Petroleum

Institute, the U. S. Bureau of Ships, and the
U.S. Coa0t. Guard. In addition, a contract
may specify that welders must be certified, at
three-month intervals for variOps processes
unless these have been utiliked during e
period. Recertification is also required wh
welders shift to other employment. More-

._9_,Nr,er, well over 50 percent of applicants for

certification do not pass the tests.

AWS, is troubled that the costs to the industry of administering the testing are over
$100 million annually. AWS has been
preparing a proceduKe for nationwide certification, an onerous`--undertaking since no

generally accepted task analysis of welding
'exists. i (A survey by the AWS Educational

Ac-tivitieb Committee reve
that companies
employing welder
ze hundreds .of different job escriptions. ) In providing the

guidelines for a job description, the AWS dedidedtwo sections would be required: "One
sectionshould describe the normal technical
requirement to make welds of prescribed

I
i

types and the other section should describe
the working conditions of a specific job." 3/
There'after; the content and mechanics of
training can be based upon the requirements
of the industry or government agency.
(Canada has an on -site welding certific4tion
program. 4/) AWS, which alieady prints
'standards ror welding, and is considered to
be an authdrity by the Energy Research and
Development Admit ration, has annotineed
plans for "qualifying and certifying" welding
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inspectors in all of sits 21 districts,. which
cover the entireU.S. The piocess will include,a closed book written test on fundamen-

tals of welding inspection and an open book
written test on codes and standards. 51
$.4

Retraining -- Since
Baltimoie "kit()
institute as beedr primarily involved in
training entry-level,
the retraining

activities at 'the CleVel'and-and Bmsoklyn instft

tutes. are discussetks wellas those_of another
institution,. ..the Lailkoln Technical Institutes.

Retraining to upgrade often takes place at,
a "point of crisis"; that is, when "new job
demands" are made,. Retraining to upgrade

cannot alwapt.: be citstinguislied from retraining to adjust to technorogical change, although)
the latter need not be undertaken under crisis
conditions if ,a technological change -is. announced in advance.

adjust to technologicp.1
.-..'ehange was first undertake by ALRCO in
Cleveland in 1970, two years after the institute
was e,stablished. 'Retraining involved (I)
Babkock ltyilcox;:(2) Republic' Steel (prepar
Pl.

1

Retraining

to-

it g Tr&dgrs to meet certification stand

bttg

(I) Barth Corporation (making emplo7111g dp
"more versatile" by upgrading and teaching.
them to read blueprints); and (4) loeal
er union. (teachi , memberss upgraded

" '?-welding skills).

The Brooklyn itisettrei.

.

has: an XRay laboratory that eval tes 'the qu y or
welds under stpingent nditions" als6 has
.

' 66

retrainees. The Bros°

Union gyas. Ccinpany,
0

x'

ti

72c

his 'sent its welders there t0 learn flow to

work on heavy pipes' - -to perform downtiand
pipewelcliN, major branch connection* welding, and fitting operations for new .pipeline
systems., The institute has also. prepared for
c,ertification pipewelders of No mechanical

contracting firms.

.

The Baltimore institute developed a program, which is training about 70 unskilled

longshoremen in welding and,' when needed,
basic mathematics and reading. The program
was instigated,by,the International Longshoremen Union aftttiptate of Maryland study determined that:eptitainer repair was important
for longshoring. Sine e the containers had to ja
be sent to,..; .IfeWark for repair, the State I
agreed to help' ?IV for the training. The

course runs 12 weeks and includes class-

room instruction, ,demonstrations, laboratory

wok, and OJT. If the supervisor considers
it necessary or desirable, training is given
in additional skill's. Workers who know how
to weld are offered an intensive course in MIG

Welding on Saturdays.

.

AIRCO was selected IA, State and lock' .

manpdwer and education officials to prepare a
course to 'train maintenance mechanics in

diversified skills, including uptrading their
welding skills. A 600-hour, 1week course
ote;A: full- ay instruction was instituted in the

simmer

-*

976 to teach mechanics' to deal
with different metals, welding processes, and
procedtres. The .hope Is that multicraft
Mechanics will 'result in a decrease in waste-

(one4jobefit

enjoyed by
of cteveloOing four craft %maintenance mech4nics).

ful

downtime

Westvaco as

.
O
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-\\ AIRCO would like to provide training in

such growing fields as nuclear process weld-._
ing, industrial radiography, and shipfitting
but feels that in view of the prohibitive costs
of equipment and supplieg alone, cooperative

agrements with government and private industry would be necessary:

The Lincoln Technical InstitutesThe ipresident of the Lincoln Technical Institutes was
instrumental in establishing the National
Assobiation of Trade- .p.nd Technical Schools
WATTS) in 1965 and served as its first president. NATTS was founded primarily to gain
accrediting, authority and thereby raise the
standards -16f private vocational schools.
NATTS was designated an accrediting agency
by the U.S. Office of EdUcation in 1967 and
has since accredited more than 300 schools.
.Lincoln enrolls trainees-of a company on
an individual basis. New clalseg 'are convened at frequent intervals. The schools
operate year -mound and classes are conducted

.

day and evening._

.

.

Lincoln, as most other private vocational
schools, mainly trains students in a first, or
new occupation; However, Lincoln has alsb.
retrained hundFeds of people.' Beginning on
page 70 is a sample of Linco/nis
.. sponsoring

.

agencies and courses.
t

'
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In the case of the New Jersey'- Department

of Labor and industry, 20 people were en-

rolled in late 1975-early 1976 when RCA
Industries and Anaconda" clos'ed some plants.
oc,moved them abroad; because they could not
compete with foreign manufacturers. Laid-

,' off workers with no marketable, ski4l were
"eligil*e for retraining under thee Training
Rehabilitation Act (Trade Expansion Act
196). Trainees are between 40 to 50 year
.01d; tall' had between 15-25 years of service.

In accordance:with the tendency of private
schoolssio anticipate futuz4 needs, Lincoln is

considering a retraining program in Solar
heating and cooling, with aSirm decision about
three years away.

Training at AIRCO

At

its

formation,

AIRCO's Baltimore institute established an
association witp the large Bethlehem% Steel

facility _at Sparrows Point. The BethlehemAIRCO "marriage' resulte'd from a conversa-

' Lion between the top managements of both
Corporations which took place in 1971 when
Bethlehem found a shortage of the third dies's
shipyard welders and shipfitter handy men
which it needed in large .numbtrs. Tuition
costs foi the 13 -week cburses werf largely
4 defrayed by the Department of Labor, with

'

Bethlehem 'having. paid the remainder when a
person met the company's skill-rMiirements.
- The experience made #.IRCO, Bethlehem, and

inclustry.into "believers" that unkilled
workers can be trained s craftsmeb. Since"
Ian, sonic' 900 AIR trained welders and
-"shibfittets have been e ployed by Bethl'iherrk.
.

.
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Selected Instances of Retrainizig at the Lincoln Technical institute
.

.

Location of Institute

Firm or Agency

),

Washington, D. C.

Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission

Automatic transmissions

U. S. Department of
Agriculture
r.,

Air conditioning-refrigeration and heating
systems

Federal Aviation".
Administration

Automotive air conditioning and automatic
transmissions

U. S. State
Department

Automatic transmis--

,.
sions and automatic

NASA

Automatic air

I

.

air conditioning.

4

.

I.

.

I
.

/

conditioning

7 .,

of

,

`
.0'

D. C. Department
of -Environmental

i
k

t

.

Basic auto mechanics

\

Baltimore, Md,

Maryland National
Guard

-.

P

..Air condoning
colilition,oi-

.

Maryland Gas and
Electric. Company

Auto transmissions

Rohm and Haas

Automotive diesel
technology

._,

Phiredelphia, Pa.
i

.

.

Allentown, Pa.

.

-t
.

.

.

..

Temple University

Automotive technology

Pennsylvania Truck
Lines

Diesel engine

Pr

,or

-

Philcb-Ford

..

W

- Strvices

.

r-

.

:.,

Electronics teqhnicign
A

.

'General Electric

3

Special basic
electronics

.
.
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Selected Instances of Retraining'at the Lincoln Technical Institute (cont. )
Locationiof Institute
0

Special basic
electronics

4

,

Pennsauken, N. J.
.

.

.

.

IBM

4

.

U. S. Arrny

w

-.

,

Drafting

RCA

Drafting

Penn Walt Corporation

Aii conditioningrefrigeration .

X

Electronics
.
Court reporting

Campbell Soup

Rohm'and Haas'

Air conditioning- refrigeration
,

..

Federal Aviation'
Admipistration

I

M,

.

r ...

.

As

Course

Apollo Metals

..

1

.

.Firm or Agency

Air copditioningrefrigeration

)

i.

,

.

.

me.,. A
..

0

Union .N. J.*,-

of
Dallas, Texas

.

11,1,

.

vine/ Oil co.

Air conditioning -

,

refrigeration

-..

Temple Univertity

Air conditioning-

New Jersey Department
of Labor and Iiftliastry,
Division of Unemployinent and Disability
Insurance
I

Air conditioningrefrigeration and
heating systems
Air conditioningrefrigeration servicing
Engine tune-up

W. J. Thomas ,Line
Builders

Diesel engine

. Mustang Rebuilders.

Diesel engiu

refrigeration

,

.

.

t
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Private vocational schools -such as
AIRCO's must obviously be concerned with
their graduates' performance on the job,
since word of mouth by satisfied students is
a main means of attracting students (as the
Chicago Graphic*Arts Institute found). AIRCO

trainees invariably enroll voluntarily and
therefere must be convinced that their time
and effort will be recompensed. Moreover,
AIRCO trainees often pay their own tuition
and are even more likely to hold their training

responsible for the caliberof their job performance as perceived by employers. 'Not
surprisingly, a training institution such as

AIRCO is convinced that persons trained offthe-job will perform better than those trained

on-the-job. OJT, AIRCO argues, must be

accomplished at the same time that "produc-

tion is delivered; since a supervisor is
resportsible for production, he gannot be a
full-time teacher and evaluator of
the results of training."
thorough

If in conjunction with an employer who

would provide the OJT portion of the training
AIRCO were to be responsible for related instruction, it would insist upon."carte blanche
to work on a performance basis," in order to

assure quality, control (as' in the arrangement to train longshoremen in Baltimore).
AIRCO feels that worker& its industrial plants

need "more and betterounseling which, if
necessary, should be secured by contract and
presumably on the basis of performance.
(Sometimes supervisors are threatened by
training and retraining and fail to 4r1
courage workers to avaq themselves.of such

7'

e

For its part, AIRCO has
experienced counselors to aid students with
personal problems and a job placement
service. ) opportunities.

AIRCO's. training simulates the emplty-

eris actual working conditions not only in
terms of work spaces but also in actual discipline and operations. For example,
trainees who fail to punch in and out on a time
clock are counted absent. The school is open
between 7:30 am and 10 prate
.

The Baltimore institute is a single-story.
industrial building containing 20, 000 square
feet. More than two-thirds of the space is

devoted to the practical phases of welding*
fitting, and associated skills. The largest

..,
V

art of the expansive shop area compriSes124
w -lding booths to allow trainees to progress
a heir own rate. Each booth has at least one
trap -arent Side to enable instructors to obd give individual attention. Each=
serve
welding m chine houses" an odometer which
evaluates the quality of welds and measures
productivity. If necessary, instrucrom teach
beyond the. required-hours or employ "other
corrective action" so that undesirable tech,
niques do not becomes ingrained.'

In order to teach the fabrication of large
weldments, especially equipped outside, area

consists of an 8,000 square foot steel platen area and two 24-foot .high bulkheads for ,

fitting and welding practice at heights and qw,
scaffolding sirhilar to that found itt the ship;
building and construction industries.
75

7d

Lectures and group instruction are of-

*

fer4d on basiC theory, job requirements, and
sacety. Al]. theory "must relate" to handsonilt
. Most courses are based on a six, five-day week. Part-time schedules
kiour
f' .a/manimum et three hourts per session can
e arranged. Classrooms accommodate a
maximum of 39 students.

..

The major courses cover:
.

1.4ARC welding,
2.
.

Combination welding; including
fuel, ARC, MIG, and TIG weldi

course (650-700
haurs),- including everything in 2
(above) plus testii(g, basic machine
maintenance, and extensive instruction

'3. Comprehensive

in evaluating blueprints.

The testing component in 3 (above) refers
to the student's learni how to perform
metallurgical evaluations
welds, which,
according to AIRCO, "buit s qualitative,control into the individual 'anli niakt,s him more
productive." In general, the comprehensive
course contains more theory than the other
courses and teaches Tore about "why something is done; " High school graration 'is
required and the course .'is primed" .for,
further instruction and tiltimikte identification
with the occupation of technician.
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Trainees are pvthlarily. frocn Metropolitan
Baltimore, but some in upgrade training come
from within a 50-mile, radius. Tuition covers
.

to
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all AIRCO expenies. About 40 percent'of the
trainees p4 their own way, with some using
the Basic Educational Opportunity Grahts from
,thp U.S. Office of Education, Typically these
sc-paying students are trying to find a place

in'lhe'industry and usually enroll for a 13-

week courte. AIRCO educators believe that
older workers should not be treated differently, or else they will "act differently. u'Olaer
workers can help younger workers to leaArn
"job discipline" and industrial standards.
Some older workers may need slightly extra
instruction in blueprint reading.

AIRCO prides itself op the rate at which
students complete training. Under: a contract

for full-time

raining' 7with the

City' of

Baltimdre finan ed undei the Comprehensive
Employment an Training Act (CETA), about
85 percf nt completed either a combination
welding f or shipfiqing course. Non-CETA
students in the combination and comprehen*
sive courses haVe had an even'higher completion rate -- nearly 95 percent. Part-time ,
students, representing about one-third of all,
are usually already employed as or else want

to become welders; their completion rates
are lower, but still around 80 percent.

All AIRCO instructors have "extensive"

experience. About 90 percent instruct fulltime, with the remainder permanent parttime employees of the institute.
New

f

instructors are trained in teaching methods

and instructors upgrade training on a conenuing basis. Instructional materials of Purdue
and other universities are used'. One instruc-

tor teaches at a university for' short periods 77
.

80

,,

each year and then shares 'with the others
materials and apprdaches.
Instructors are paid at a higher rate than ex-

_new training

perienced welders in manufacturing.
Chapter .5. Footnotes
1.

2.

N. B. Schwartz, "Welders Train to Fit

Industry's Needs," Iron Age, April 9,
1970, pp. 71, 75.

"Shortages PushWelding to. Turn Things
Around," Iron Age, March 31, 1975, p.
37.

3.

H. B. Cary, "The Job of the We lder, "
Welding Journal, January 1975, p. 12.

4.

"Shortages Push Welding to Turn Things
Around," Iron Age, op. cit.., p. 45.

5. As outlined in Guide to AWS Welding

Inspector Qualification and Certification,
Miami: American Welding Society, 1976.
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CHAPTER 6. RETRAINING BUILDING INSPECTORS IN L9CAL GOVERNMENT

Detroit was stimulated by a crisis to
institute combined housing inspections by its
Building Department. The program, which
was planned with dispatch, shifted from separate inspections by Specialists to four-in-one
inspections (electricity, heating, plumbing,

and overall building structure inspected by
one person)..

This four-ip-one form of inspection, with
its job enhandement, is, in this case, the
technology whose adoption was made possible

by retraining. This, technology is used in

many cities much smaller than Detroit as well
as in counties encompassing large geographical areas. These adopted. the technology
because they could not afford the' expense of
marty specialized inspectors versus fewer

four-in-one insictors. Thus, Rocky Mount,

North Carolina (population 35,000) refrained
inspectors to perform all inspections (plumb-

ing, electricity, elevators, and other mech-s,
arrival devices; and also general sanitary and..
health conditions)' in all formsdebuilding and
construction. 1/ While the-DetToit experience

is Ilighlighted; the combined inspections in

Phoenix and Los Angeles are also considered.

Crisis in Detroit's Market for Existent
lioupithg--With 350, 000 single -family homes,

Detroit leads the Nation in that type of residence. The city was the.refore particularly
,

t

y.

affected by a 1968 Federal housing prog rani,
admirlistered by the Department of Housing
and $1.1.rban
Development
(HUD), which

79 .t.;

V'

,

..,
..
li
provi
insurance fp home purchases
by
e
families
he
had
been,
renting.
,*10;"
Numerous ome's to d out to be "substand-

.

..

'

a.rd,410and unwary piii-chasers.wtre in "vul-nerab4e.positions and wefe, indeed, victimiau.
red," according, to the director of the btu-14111g )
Department. The abuses were multiplied
'when purdhasers could not afford the exten-

4

.

ive(repairs required' and at the same time

meeemoxtgagepaymentg; as result owner,ship hanged hands rapidly 'and
made wconsigierable gaihs.

...

a. '

.

.

i

_
.

_

.

40

4

Detroit` suggested to HUD that the problem

%

might be alfeviated if the maximum feasible
number of nspectiont Nvef-e made on such
'houses. (As in: many other communities,

.

Detroit had, no 0011-lance. requiting inspection

of ,spigle...4amily" houSihg at time of sale.)
These inspections
carried out initiallyby four Speciilizea_in!pectors, eada of whom

:,

.had to v4.sit. each'site.. By 1971; thesprogrets,"
sivelr. worsening; isituatioh, became. iptdler-

4

able: .The'yeltime of*sales- was thtel times ..
trqter than HyD esfirnates atid, a large back,_.., log of unfulfi!ltd istiyers was develdping. The '
four-in-one irApectiort gieerf*d to offer the'
inspectipti time.

best' Way'to.shbr

T.

4,

; ''
'" .
..
.Seriods ghalleriges to the -fieinz systefri:" :, .

'''.116
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arose fromthe start- becamse' of either no
standards or a diyeist y of standards foc 'inSpecting" existent h singe. for .'exarn-plEts 1
ea c des were applicable,
different..ele#frif*1
,depending
et wire built; further,
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a
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simple fotr1P3Wokt st existed for carbon
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in place for at leastl.5 years were found mpst
likely to prdsentl hazard and a quick and easy

test, now referred to as the Detroit Sodium ,
Ion Test, wis developed.)
6

...,

Within
in-one ins.

fv.r months of its adoption, four-

......-

ctions had assured a "minimum N,
level of abitability" for'an existing home purchased anywhere, in the City of Detroit.
HUD wanted tct sell the homes' which it had
acquired on default but at the same tune it
became more selective about herp.es it would

L

insure. gyp entered into a "caperative
arrangement!' with the Building Department,
as did the Veterans Administration: WA).
This 'provided for inspection and approval by
the city of existing homes far which pl4rchas-

ers desired Hp !or VA .insurance.

...

..7.

(The

city's satisfaction with tfou r-ip-one inspec tionpis reflected in the ordinance it enacted

requVing inspection at sale of all existing

"homes. and not merely, those insured by HUD
4
m.::.,
or VA.)
.
,

Training' for Four -iri-One fspectors--Most'
of the trainees were yognetriersonS, ivho had
been "city health.insppcters; lidwever seretil

.

'

.vierl "40 to 50 ye441-4 crld arid' had'over 10 yegrs

emperteneVIn sanitary and surfAce -mainte1,nance inspection of existing dwellings, . Had
all
the qppoArtunity to retrain not
4

these inspectors WouldHaye been permanently

,

laighofff

At eoulset of the prOiram, the dunation,
method, and content of the training were c'on-

ditioped. by a crisis which loomed over the
time needed to complete inspeotioni. -The
-

.

....

a

,

.

.

o

ii

,

.

Building Department increagingly fell behind

'le.' and finally required about eight weeks from
the date of application to the completed in° spection.
While this was about the same .

..

geriod.neded to process a home rhortgage,

the Building. Department nonetheless Considered thif delay unacceptable. ,Since an even

ig!

'greater demand was expected in the four
months

4June- September.

fi-orji

1.971,

the

training course was also set for that period.
A course of inhouse and field instruction had
to be developed quicitly by the chief and assistant chief inspectors of -thg electrical,
heat144....plumbing, and structural divisions.

As ity the Westvaco case, the electrical
portion of the training presented the most-setere challenge. However, the objective of
bringing_ every trainee up to :'minimum credentiale: in every one of the specialties was
achieved, due, in rio sl:nall measure, to the

4/

.

;.

effectiveness of .several inspectors as in-

.

structors "dontinuing classroominstrluction
) has been conducted over the past four years
The air. . for part of each Friday morning.
et tor of 4 the Building Department feels i'it

' would have been. preferable to develop a care-

fully planned trt.ining program such as Los
tgelds did.

.

.

III

.

.

.

.,

ccupatiofial Upgrading, Production, and
PrQduottifxityDesqile the less-than-id-eat
training;
, atton0 'upgrading did take
place. T -.7,-7:,`. former health inspec s de-i-f-

14...and upgraded their wicfors finally Ought up on the
backlog, ,and about 0, 000 .homes were in.
.82 spectpd in a 3-1/2 year period. ' However,
(..
veloped

ii

ing*; The in

Sr

.

,
.

.
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.a

1r

the Q.utput of the inspectors is not" always in
the form, of an "inspection," but rather as an
"observation. " Specialist inspectors ", are

still usedivr ".unusuat cases" as well as for
indistrial, high-rise, and commerkial..build-

.

ing inspections.

Productivity has risen nearly threefold;
travel. time hap decreased; scheduling, has

been simplified; and several inhouse'ev.aluadons' show that the "for -in -one inspectors
have "thephighest-prodativity and the highest
Morale" ,of any other group and are the "most
urban- crisis centered. They're aware of,

being on the firing line, and they like ritig
there. "

The shift to rour-inime
'lions raised con erns 'about .jotr' security,

.

'

since both occupat coal jarisdictions -arid wage

differ.entials were at
?"et, according
to the Building epartment direcippr, in a

cris4 it is Rossi le to "develop. something
new and innovative that otherwise might not
be. feasible. "

Wf
.

.

4

.

The ""Buddy System'' 'in Phoenix- -The pro.:
gram.uSed to train 15 specialized housing
itifipectors in Phoenix as combination -or fspr-

t.

:1.11

inibne inspectors was -similar to .that

Detroit, Iqut" with

in
major . differences: the

trainees ii(ere older (average ag4 of over 40)
and Phoenix was not activated by a crisis.
There had been some ;!prespure'- fors cornbitted, inspecrions, but the vas=e of new
.

housing had not been .exCessive, and applying
it to existing housing had 'no% been seriously
considered.. Hoskever,. new construction

83

.86

.

a

picked up and by late 1970' retraining began.
were .retrained as
Additional inspector
needed to keep up wit!, new housing construe-.
.
tion:"

.

A six -week program consisted of four

4

hours of inhouse instruction per week provid
ed by.experieneed, speeitlized inspectors in
electrical, plumbing, structural, and mechan,ical "technologies" (the term used by the
assistant director for bpilding safety). The
,"Kuddy system" involved teaming trainees
from different craft5-. After completion of thp
*to formal six -week training-sr period, the new
combined inspectois inspected homes which
had been insRected previously. only gradually were these inspectors given the opportunrty

visit new tracts Or, custom built homes
wherle errors in workmanship could .exist.
to

Finally they examined remodeled homes,
,which are thee most demanding, particularly
when. the work is done by the homeowners.

Tp insure that building code reqiiiiernents
ire""expertlyand fully met,." it wag considered necessary to limit the volume and variety
ofwor,k undertaken by the combinatitoki
spectori. They are responsible Cor single
ho,rnes, including townhoUses and duplexes. They cannot inspect high -rise build-.
ings;

the

Ile7ators :alone still require a

specialised inspector.' Each inspector- has
one hour allocated each week for, retvainIng
to keep abreast of changes 'in building codes
and technology.
84

49.

r

The adrniniti-ators.are generally pleased
with the combinatton inspection program, and

'

.

'

I

re

6

0

they feel that the inspectors .n0/find their,
,. jobsJnore satisfying. However, "a bit of
resentment" may still be evident 'when in -'
spectors are asked tb share the special expertise they had-before their-retra.ming.
,

.

,

00

,

.

.

solution of the Training Program in 'Los

1

ft went 4 through several

Angeles -- Because
.:.'

stages of .evo)ation, the pr ram for training
combined inspectors in Los ngeles is more
traditionally clfaracteristic
a technoldak
LosAngeles was the first m or:munioipalg,

.,,

to initiate four -in -one inspe tkons and influenced Detroit, Phoenix (which-benefitted from
training materials)., and other large corn- "
inunities.
Early in 1965, Los Angeles - undertook a

Alot program tq, test the feasibility of reaining for combined inspection, and after
ohe year retraining was held to be workable.,
By December 1966, the anger and fr;ustration

, , of homespwners.and builders 'over multiple In.

stsections prdvide'd the Mayor arid City Couri

.. ,- cil with the major impetus' to insist that
four-in-one inspection system be develop

fo,rorte- andlwo-farnily dwellings, accessory.,

buildings, and swimming Roots. ,The pro-

gram began on a "crash _bast's"; however, a ti
sharp .cutbacik in private construction was un-,'

derway at the time (which the. inspedtors
found
fortunate).
,
.

\

The experience gained In the 'pilot pro-s
gram also helped by making it possible to en-

roll the, first class of i spectors An a marogram. Super-

_time, 5-.1/2'Moi4th trairli

visors using materials

.

GI

eloped. by the

85

Ir.

senior inspectors conducted morning classes

a.nd:what was. learned,was applied in afternoon

field inspection training which utilized the

buddy system. Trainees' ''apprehension"
garding their clpability to "effectively inspect

and gain ,recognition, from the craftsmen,
contractors, and homeowners" was "dispelld" by assigning "increasingly complex
.tasks' which, once mastered, instilled confiCienCe,

When` the

,

second class for September

1967 seas being formed, interest was so greit
that Yearly all the inspectors took a required

examination to qualify. The
4:turse included "refinements, because we too
"TeirTheci,4u-We W.ent along,' according to the
general manager of 'Wilding and saf,ety.
competitikve

AL

The third class,
began in May 1968,
. was expanded to include inspectioh of existing'
housing under the HUD program mentioned in
13trosit., Combineds inspectors were found to
be'especially productive in the, inspection of
rehabilitated,hibusing. The Building and Safe-

a

"

tyDepartrnent estimated that newly trained
ktawiectors wer:eggarly six times more effi,

.' .

eiekit, than tha speAalized inspectors. By the

i..ii-nmerof 1969, more than 200 inspectors hid

,

been trained. A sixth class was started in .4-N
Septvnber. 1969 to replace ''people Oho had
retired,. were promoted, and resigned.

the Department of Building and Safety

modaieci the program over time and enlisted
the help of the Los Angeles Trade and Technical. College, a pirblic institution, to devrse
86

a 64.11.41it,, two-year ourriculuin leadki-ie to a.

4t
00

,4

,

4

t
degree or certificate covering all pbase s of

'construction inspection.

In September 1970,,

all classroom instruction shifted to the col-%
lege: day classes were held for new students.and night classes offered retraining 'for
employed inspectors. The program now requires two years of college or its equivalent
'in order' to enter a threelear training pro-4
gram consisting of OJT plus a minimum'of 12
"inspection technology" courses.

,
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CHAPTER 7.

THE CASE FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION /TRAINING

Referring to the problem of helping Work-

ers adapt to change, John T. Dunlop wrote:
"Training to increase versatility awhile employees have jobs is preferable to waiting until they are out of work. "1/

However, retikining is usually, episodic
or opcurs in response to te.chqologicai changes.' The adit nature of retraining is accen-

tuated by Klict that training unrelated to

any. technological thange is not pursued on a
'dontinuing basis by the great bulk of the work
force. And while employers initiate much of

worker retraining 'the main impetus, -as a
sludy of the Cleveland labor Market showed 2/, comes from a shortage of skilled
manpower. A 'tight labor market is hardly the
kleal'setting for training, especially on-the- job training which directly competep for the
tine already strained tojmaximize. prodtic
tion4.i Competition betweeff time alloca,tions for
pr6duction and training could be minimized by
p

st

iding training on a more continuous baincluding periods of worker unemploy-

Tuition Aid as a orm of Contiriumc EducaLion Tuition aid, a forth of continumg7au-,
FEfion whieh is not necessarily contintiousi.
is defilted by.BLS as payment by employers
for job-related training courses taken by
employee0 Only a limited number of workers have.entolled fbr tuition aid, but the idea"
maY yet gain widespreiod "support. ContrastWition

aid

with

OJT

in

cpllectiVe

89

1

barg aining agreements covering 1,000 or
more -employees, OJT -bu lteele--mue-h- 1-atger

.

than tuition aid programs for the years 196667 and 1974; tuition aid is for courses taken
off the job site; in addian to applying
.

to "training," as doeskft, tuition aid

can be used for' "eptiCation" courses, albeit
still job-rela

The number of tuition aid clauses in collective bargaining' agreements is small, but

-

.

it did double between 1966-67 and 1974, from

I.

ti

the number of workers entitled to
tuition aid increased by '24 percent, from
nearly 700, 000 to only about 900,000. 3/ Al30 to.60;

though coverage doubled id noudhanufacTh ring,-

,

which was. consideiably faster than the Increase in Manufacturing industries, tuition
aid is still most heavily represented in manufacturing. ..../ This is noteworthy because employment 1.0 several of the nonmanufacturing
industries iS grciving at faster rates than in ,
manufacturing. In both periods, three quarters oft the tuition coverage was. respectively
in transportation. equipment (within the
category of manufacturing), and the communications industries (within the category of
nonmanufacturing). In considering the actual
use of tuition aid by entitled workers, a
sizable corporation found that its tuition

refund plan, whicV had been in force for,
,several years, . was used *rather extensively
only IV salaried employees. An "insignifi
cane!, percentage of hourly emplo34es used.
tuitiOn aid (exceptions Were upwardly mobile
workers, including tiaose.aspiring ;to move
into, thanagerial ranks). This firm's obser-

90

vations are consistent with a 1967 study of

9"

1

tuition aid programs in 155 cojpanies and

westcorporations with 1,000 or more Worke.r_s. In

probably......_typifiec --the-- ,situatt-On- 3

the1967 study, the median rate<of participation :in the programs by eligible employees

was less than 5 percent; a majority of the

participants- were salaried male employees,
and about.)70 perctnt of the participants were
engineers, scierftists or technicians, and

supervisors: 4/ State and local governm-ent
programs offer7such educational incentives as
tuition reimbursement, time off to attend
courses, wage increases based on educational
accomplishment, or a combination of these. 5/
An Exemplary Experience with a Tuition Aid
Plan--The, Kimberly-Glark Corporation has
an education assistance plan, called the
Educational Opportunities Plan, or the EOP,
with an overwhelming choice of job-related

4

courses .and unusually liberal provisions.
(Unless otherwise noted,. the description of
the EOP- is based on telephone conversations
with ,and materials supplied by the plan's
administrator. )
The EOP covers .all em- '
ploye es, including hourly and exempt and
nonexempt salaried employees (as distin- f
gu.ished by overtime pay' coverage of the
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act). All ,nonunion employees became eligible at once..
While only two Small locals have voted to be
included tjius far, several large unions renegotiate their contracts this year. Eligible
employees can enroj.l in any education or
training coursewhether job - related, aca-3
demic, or even "cultural"--.as long as it does
. not essentially entail sports, recreation,
physical development, hobbies, or travel. -91

Employees are assigned a. sum of money for
-11-se-y---clav-e1opment" Throughout a f

starting July 1; the money cannot be carried
over beyond the year, but %another. ;Sum is
alloted at the start of each yelar. The amount

for nonexempt salary and hourly employees is

based on the Corporation's earnings. The
employee allotment (Kim Ed) for ,exempt
-salaried, employees is based upon corporate
earnings plus three other factorsperformance rating, base annual salary, and whether

.

or not a "self-development plan" is submitted.

Also at t1 start of each year, an amount
equal to 25 percent of an employee's Kim Ed
allotment is credited to a Family Education
Savings Account; if an employee elects to deposit up to $200 yearly in this account,' the
Corporation will add 20 percent of those
savings. The family account, which earns
income, "may, be used fa l. specified post-high
school educational expen4es of the employee
or members of his or hel- immediate family";
spouses are not restricted by a post-hig
school requirement.

. .

The participation rate in the company's

old tuition reimbursement plan was between Ito 5 percent; part4cipation for the first year of
the "entirely voluntary'? Kim Ed was startling.
-
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The corporation supports the COP and its
president believes "thistt an organization's
strength, creativity, and possibilities for
sustained and future growth are heavily
depenjent upon its capacity to develop the
talent % and potentialities of its people:: 6/

Such top-level support is undoubtedly imp6Ftantvarious State and local government
incentive plans (including educational incen-'
tive plans) have probably failed because one
or more levels of management did not
support the plans sufficiently.- 7/ However,

.the relatively high participation-rate by emis attributed primarily to the
voluntary nature of the plans that lack of any
company pressure has made a genuine
ippression. of "self-motivation" possible, and
'people are proud to be trusted to do their

---p4dyees

own planning."

Despite the considerable latitude in
iture of courses which could be selected,
jigb-Pelated activities were chosen by: over
. 96 percent of participating exempt salaried
over 82 percent of nonexempt
salaried
salaried ,emp.loyees; and two-thirds of hourly
paid employees. The high rare of job-related

courses probably' reflected a desire to upgrade jobs, progress 'in careers, and increase options in case of technological
ch,dnge.

(Technology has changed gradually

in this dipision pf the paper industry; thus
education and training aShelpto adjust is only
speculative. )

Adult Education- -Adult education, an ongoing,
large program is, a form of continuing educ a94

.4

tion.

O..

Indeed -Thriollment land not simply

97

-.

coverage) in adult education is considerably
larger than the formal OJT plus tuition aid
pia& in collective bargaining agreements for
1;000 or'more workers. For the year ending
May 1972, the number of participants in adult

*.

)

4

...

educatiovitwas about 17.5 million.

,

.

Of these,

almost 5d- pFcent gave- job-related reasons.
for participaiion in adult education. (Improvement -or advancemvt in their jobs was
cited by nearly 40 percent; securing a new job.
was given by another,l0 percent.) -4-a/

-.

Moreover, according to Willard Wirtz,
many of those preparing for new jobs were

trying to adapt to technological change which

had made their. former skills "obsolete." 9/

.

;

Leave - -This is leave of
ain'ence-for the purpose of acquiring job-retlated education. pn July 1, 1974, 'nearly
715, 000 workprrwere eligible for this benefit
in*colleCtive bargaining agreements for 1, 060
Paid Fkducational

or mire workers; or .over four-fifths the

number covered by -tuition aid plans. Manufacturing industries, accounted for 97 .perctibt
of all potential enrollees in leaves of absence.

Three-fourths ;of all covered workers were
from only two.of these industries--primary

metals and transportation equipment. 10/ Unfortunately, little is known about educational
leave--participation rate's, kinds of persons
-benefiting, length of the leaves, and the costs,

which flay be "...obscured even within the

specific enterprise or public agency granting
such leaves.' 11/ In general, educational'
leave's seem to-Be granted to mana4erial or
highly skilled employees. While educational
leaves in the private sector are provided in

98
.

95

.

ss

/

t

1

.1:

,

j.

I

,
, NO

collective bargaining agreements, educational
:t.

leavy are al.Thilable to Federal employees
via legislation, presidential executive.orders,
and civil service regtilations; Some State
administrative agencies also provide educational leaves. 12/
,

.

.

,

.

,

Educational leaves are for either voc

tional and"career education; college echic,at n

to enhance career mobility; and to d n/

educate in "union business.' 13/ The nu er
of agreements and the number of wor ers
potentially eligible for union business 1- ves

is far in :excess of those dOvered for po= sible
educational leaves. Indeed the flUM r of

.

ivorkersmore than 4. 6. millionis 1 mil-

lion greater than those eligible for OJT. Just
as "work related" OJT seems to be f most
'interest to employers, unions seem t empha-islie leaves 'of absence for "union bu nese
.c4nOsting . partly of summer r i sidential
programs for union leaders.

s

Several governments and ein loyers in
Europe have, in recent years, bee providing
.., educ
al leaves and stipends f up to one
.,
tYear. 1
f

i

In June" 1974 the Internat" nal Labour
Organization adopted a 'recom ndation for.
paid edticational leave which wg apprsoved by.
management,. labor; and gave
ent repre-

sentativee'in the U.S. delegat n.
commendation tstates in part:
,

.

'96

.

f

The re-

frhe .need for conti ing education .1
,....

and training related*to Bolen fic and tethno- .
logical development and the ha.ngingyatte,rn :

.
.

et.

of economic and social rel&tions 'calls for
adequate arrangements for leave for education and training to meet new aspirations,
needs and objectives of a social, economic,
technologict.1 and cultural character, .. .15/
Federal Government Role in Adapting to
Teduiological Change --To. the extent that the
government his become directly involved in
the impact on manpolvpr of new technoldgies,
its responses have been ad hoc- and shifting
in terms of the populationileTved. Concern
for unemployment due to techhological or
other changes in private industry led during
the 1950s to the enactment of the Area Redevelopment Act and then, in 1962, the Manpower Development. and Training Act. Under
theses acts, in additicin to retraining,. selected
displaced workers often received job counseling and, in 'some caEtes, financial incentives.
to mbve-te- a more promising geographical

area:

However, as early as1965, the legislation.'
was amended :and emphasis turned away from

technologically unemployed persons to persons and grpupe identified as being poor and': °
disadvantaged. Garth Mangum and others
have suggested that ^the disadvantaged.. were
often hopeful of becoming qualified angt accepted for some of the wellepaying jobs

: .high- technology indukttries. I6/

e

In 4Elditiori,.

it was not clear "h7r/hetheT. job din/ace-

mtnt itself was-infrefWent, or whether skilled
workers were easily reiiired in new jobs... ;.;

the main re,stilt, however, was that public
4

demand was minimal for Federal pro41-ams
4

.

5

s

q

;

o

44

s

N

l

I
of retraining of other than the disadvantaged. " 17/' It is not yet apparent to what
extent thT recently enacted Comprtensive
Employment and Training Act ( ETA),
which includes the programs available under

the Manpower Development and Training Actc
and the Economic Opportunity Act, wm spe.
cific4lly affect technological change. (A Spe'-'

cial Report of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy considers much of the

Federal effort and the need for still more

coordination among the various, manpower

programs within different Federal agencies.
\
lei)
.

4

The Zenith Radio Corporation has beco&te
involved in a novel and promising pilot

program utilizing CETA funds. Over 130 laid off employees are being trained in a compi.ehensive course inbasic electronics and repair

at a private vocational school m Chicago to
their chan4es for upgraded poSitions after they have been recalled. 19/
improve

There are some indications that govern
went-spiinsored training and 'retraining may

expand during periods of recession, when
most's privpe firms retrench their efforts. 4.
Several European countries have already.
increased skill training to guarantee a
larger ' pool of skilled workers when

prosperity returns. At least one AmeriCan
firm has a similar program, especially to
spare the layoff of recently hired minority
workers. 201 According to one report, the
sizable expenditure for unemployment in-

4

tsurante benefits .during a period of high and
98

long-term unemployment "...has made the

-

.?

r
.0

/
,...

t

4.

expansion of training, and retraining an attractive policy substitute' for simple income
maintenance. ' 21/
.
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

i

R. M. elbin; The Discovery Method--An
Internat onal , Experiment in Retraining,
Paris: Organization for Economic CoOperation and Development, 1969.

Four pilot applications of the "Discovery
Method of Training Older Workers ": :: reaf-

firm the ,validity of the coneltsion that if

I

older workers are trained by special methods
appropriate to their; aptitudes,, they can s,uc'cessfully acquire the skills needed it i industry

and often more quickly than by traditional
.
training methods.' (p. 5).
i

..

Larry M. Blair, Technological Impact in the
Labor Marketconceptual Issues, Volume 1,
15W7ThTdPWR1171'=11t-ip.
epor on National

Foundation Contract #DA39438,.
Human Resources Institute, University of
Utah, no date.

Science

Part rcohsiders the conceptual issues in' the

relationqhip between techziological change and
employment. Part II. consibers the contem-

porary mechanisms for helping workers to
adjust to technological change and the extent
to which each mechanism is used.
.

.,

Harold F. dirk
and Joe C. Davis, "Training
.
in Business and Industry, " Developing .the
Nation's Work Force, Edited- by Merle E.
rotIrtiE-77E5o
, Washington, D. C.:
American Vocational Association, 1975.

,

4
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,

71

1

i.

The azticle summariz s the types of training
,c,oriductedfby busine s and industry. The
coMparative advantage of formal . anal informal training

are co ideted. Several

unresolved issues--includin the costs and
benefits of training-.-are raise

Peter B. bodringer gnci

Pipre,

14er:nal Labor Markets and Manpower Analy-4
sis, Lexingtop, Mass.: , Heath Lexiiigf6n

FIToks, 1972.

This deicription and analysis' of internal
labor markets showsthat worke% training, as
carried out by most businesses, is an impor-.
tapt component of eackr firm's "internal"

'

labor market. Included is a. section on conditions "contributing to t,,chnological change.

'

H. James Neary, "The BLS Pilot Survey of

t.

) Training in Industry," Monthly. Labor Review,.
Vol. 9%, No. 2, Feb. 1VT4.

rticle compares$he experiences of collecting training data...from employer by mail
surveys, personal interview, and diaries"
maintained by employera;
11' his

Michael J. -Piore, "Oa-the-Jot) Traiang and
Adjustment to Technological Change," The
Journal of Human Resources, Vol. III, NO-7
4, Fall 1968.

This article represents an important analytical interpretation of the many-sided adaptation of on-the-job training to technological
change.
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.

,

GeOrge P. Shultz and Arnold R. Weber,
Strategies for the Displaced -Worker, New

York:4... Harper & Row, 1966.
1

:.,

.

This volume. deals with' the experiences of
Thi Automation Fund Committee in-trying to
adapt workers to the "problems of disptaces ment caused by improved technology.' The
Comintftee was set up through collective

ba'rg"aining between Armour and Company and

the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher

,

Wonicrden axid.Unifed Packinghouse, Food and

ME& Workers.

.

'

,e

t.

Gerald G. Somers and Myron Roomkin,
'!Developing Reliable Data' on Training in

InNtry, Monthly Labor Review; Vol.
N.
.

2, Feb. 1974.

g

I

97,

.

This University of Wisconsin study for the
U.S. Department of Labor .conclud'es that a
survey of.Araining is achievable if it is "pro
perly designee! The survey should consist
of personal interviews with small samples of
companies and. employees and larger mail,
questionnaire surveys of companies and em-

ployees. To b6gin with, it was suggested that -,
a single industry be simveyed.
..-

(Tice Bureau of Labor Statistics has oom-1.4
pleted a ,mail "survey of training activities
within the bulk of the metalworking industry..
Even such a limited survey proved to bevery

"costlY." The quality of the survey results
has not yet been determined, but-urtimately
a report on the survey findings will be-publifhed. However, any future,studies will probably, have to be undertaken State by State. )
.
44. .'
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b
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1

.Herbert E. Striner, Continuing,Education as
a National Capital Investment, Kalamazob,
Michigan; --The W. E. Upjohn InStitue for
Employment Research; March,1972.

t

4

"

This monograph .16 based on on-site exami;.hations of tile ezemplary continuing education

programs for workers in Denmark, France,.
and West Germany. The author contends
that continuing eduction training, and re-

training shotild 4:_e viewed.- as a !l national
>capital dnVestmerli," which ia,.needed to assure
our,pwn country's ;economic progress.
,

Technica l Change. and Manpower Priming:Co-ordinationat Enterprise Level, Edited by,
Organization fot
Solomon Barkin,,
Econ'oinic to-Operation and Development,

'

1967.

4

,

.

.

.

41'

This' report' !Views case studies of firmsfrom the United States and several other
countri .es that Mainly underwent teduCiions ill
, labor force' ollowing the introduction of tech
.

nologio al 0444.

,

rfrainin , Vol.

No.

1.2,

.

-

.

_

June 1975, pp.

This article contains. a -description of
Lockheed-Georgia's successful' attempt to
enlist' the intercst and support of other employers and of- public training institutions in
training and, ploying a large number of

aidoff Lockhe d workers..

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
106 Statistics, Computer Manpower Outlook,

I

.
.4
*.

13;t1letin
1974.

lie. 4826,
,

Washington: 1' USGPO.
"

In addition to dealing' with.__ the manpower
monograph de4ls with the
development of training and retraining in the
i
computer field. ,
outlook, this
.

U. S. Department of Labor, t ureau'of Labor
Statistics, Impact of Office Automation in the
Internal Revenue Service, Bulletin-No..1364,

Washington; USGPO,, uly 1963.

e Service minimized disruptions for its employees when it shiftecl to
electronic data.processing. The changeoyer .
-' was gradual, having taken place over a period
. The Internal Re,ve

of several years; the IRS also inventoried

4

employee skills and provided counseling, retraining of various kinds, and possibilities for
' job reassignment.

'

This careful advance planning resulted in
little worker displacement, which was ton-

.firmed by a study mad% on completion of the
process. See Herman J. Rothherg; "A Study

,

Ir-

lc

of the impact of Office Automation in the
IRS," Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 92, No.
10, Oct. 1969.

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Industrial`RettaininiPrOgrarns for
Technological Change--A-Studia the Performance of Older Workeyb, trulielin No. 1368,

3une 1963.
6

.

i

.

These pilot studies of retraining of
oil refinery production workers, aircraft

.

.
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workers, airline maintenance
mechanics, and telephone operators caution
against associating the capability
of workers'
,
with their age.
production

a

U. S. Department of Labor, 'Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Outlook for Numerical Control of
Machine Tools, 13u11etin No. 1437, Wash.:
USGPO, March 1965.

.

This study is primarily concerned with. the
prospects for wide usage of numerically con,
trolled machine tools. It also deals with the
trainin and retraining ,necessitated by the

,

to

nology.

.

-1.,

U.S. Department of Labor,, Manpower Admiii-

istratidn,

The Pre-Retirement Years-4

Longitudina
Experience -of Mend Vol. 4. Washington:
USGPO, 1975. (See especially Chapter 2.)
-

While it does git deal specifically with" the
training. related to technological change, 'the

study merits mention because it is longi

One finding was that of Men 50 .to
64 years of age, those in white -C*11ar and
skilled occupations had the greatest
amount
.

tudinal.

of training.

U. S. Department of Labor, T.taining in
Private Industry--Policies, Attitudes, and
Practices of Employers in Greater Cleveland,
Manpower Research Monograph No.'" 22
Washington: USOPO, 1971.
108
A

.

4

et,

This monogrkpri-.1,- *bavd on the doctoral
disser,t0ion of trcl luy L. ricobelli. - It 'reports

on a randomly selected -sample of training
programs in private firms, stratified-by
industry, within ttile Clveland Standard
MetrOpolitan Statistidal Area

duting 1968.

Clair F.

Vough, :4'apping the Human
Resource - -A Strateggyy 'I'bv Prochictivity, New
York :'
1975;

American . 6nagement AsgociatiOn,

This volume deals in part

.

a

-

the imp- ortance

and feasibility of stabilizihi employment to
enlist workers' full support for technological
change.

Dorothy Weddeirburn; Bnferptise Planning for

'Change, PariS: Orginization for ;Economic
Cd- Operation (and Development, 1968.

This' monograph evaluates the case studies
which art reported in theBarkin Volume, See
especially Section 7. "The,Aualititive Aspects

of Manpower AdjustmentChanges- in Job."
Content; Training and Regaining." Training r
and retraining Were found to have played a
significant role in 19 case sty-dies and a less
important part in numerous ether cases. ,

Vuillard Wiftz and Harold Goldstein, ".Meas-

iurement and Analysis of Work Trainiiig,"
Mont
Labor Re1/11Sw;. vol.. 98, No. 9.
September .1b75.

/

These manpower expeits detail the 'various
forms of work training. ' They indicate that
..44
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.
.

.

aside fiom those. -being.frained by Labor
Departp.ent -sponstrred 0,Frorupprentitreship,

nothing approaching a firm estimate qan be
made of the number of persons being hairiest
even in formalson-the-job training.
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The 94th Congress

aced the N Vona; Center for

Protuctivity and

reality of. ork.ng Life on fi
November 28
5 . as an independent Federal ;
agency The C "tern enabling legislation tP L 94
136). &stables s a national policy encouraging
1

productivit growth COnS,stent with needs .Of the
natural environment, and the needs
AghtI, an est. interests of management, the work
,force an^ consumers The,Centei s purpose is to

economy t

sumulat, national efforts ro !nirilerrretv $0145 P0nCi
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satisfy the Nation s capita: in .estment needs
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Encourage labor-managernent ceocerat,on,
to enhance wocit.,Ftivity and the ouaiity of
i.vorker2g :Ole.
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W0out CZMProfniSir ..yiStatIVe intent
.Identify andrec i end changes rn goternm&nt t
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41 ulikeOnct surrbOrtaliddstryertisk forces
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to _conduct programs for widus-

t ;swede productivity improvement.
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D el, 01 0 A and recommend more effectkie
approaches to improvmg productivity in the
public sectOr.

r

,

Improve the revrew coordmation and 'Megratlon If productivity enhancement efforts
of orthtr federal agencies
Develop.a better understanding of the concept Of productivity ana encourage better

r.:

e

ii

. techniques for measuring tiroductivity.
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. The Board of Directors, may contain up to 27 mem-

bers representing business, labor, the Federal Government Staff and local govefncreents. institutions
101 higher education, and others from the privateand
public sectors The directors determine the Center s

role and activities through committees formed, to'
deal with substantive issues defined 'in an October
1975 policy stateriient

.

f

AP.

The Center is located an Washington. D C It seeks to

sdentigr the various points of view affecting produc
twity growth. determine which of these views can be
reconciled to further productivity improvement, and
encourage within and among various oups
egoperative efforti toward productivity grove h
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